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A PLEASURE!1A gyill a. I . to buyer nnatlyiesedlltehri.a 
way
y. y ou have not





No haggling, no pulling, no dodging,
no aquirnung,
Our Price', Like Our Got,
WILL BEAR THE SUN !
BASSETT & CO., Bassett&Co
WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
11.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 188.
e Do Tot Catch On
To the Combination?
THE SAFE WAY
to do business is on
Car31-a. Basis










I. what keepa our trade. Men take our
word as freely as we take thet
money. This makes trade
if Bassett & Co
—A it—
SAVE MONE
There can be no safer
INVESTMENT
—Than is offered to—
Co.'s
CUSTOMERS.





Saved Not Sacrificed. (
'Wreckers of High Prices.- IIopkinsville, Ky. Bassett & Co i
Don't You fall!
Into the glaring error of believing
any man who says thAt he can make
or will make ally
Beettem• iz.3114C0E3232
Than we are making on our goods
No man can buy cheaper than
I buy for cash down, and we nail
the bargains. No man can under
buy me. No man shall undersell
me. I claim to have the
Best Goods
Best Prices!
and just bear in mind thtut we don't
intend to have any stand off or draw
In this fight. We take no man's
dust, but here's our blow:
Best or Bust!
IEK. IA 1:30 1E1 wia X Ilir ,






Grand Summer Opening! 1!11
A'I' 
liii
11), PYE & WALTON'S. 114]
New goods arriving daily. Our eastern 111
tl- buyer has made arrangements with leading Ir
;1 manufacturers to keep us supplied with allFi, the late nobby styles of Clothing, which we IIV,
' will sell at the lowest prices, for cash. Hay-
ing very light expenses and buying for three 1--'
"1 large clothing houses, we are enabled to
"scoop" all the bargains. We can furnish
Fine Clothing Made to Order
Iii
and guaranteed to fit, or no sale. Conal and k,
F-ri see us at our
ONE PRICE CASH CLOTHING STORE Of








Large 3tock. Well Assorted. Prices how. Work a Speci:ilty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn.
U•111111111LTUM DAILY P•Ci NT
The Light Draught Moamar
1•TIC 13TEI1'4'
J. B. THOMPSON . Manager
rt. NASH Clerk.
Will leave Evansville f Canneltos daily
except Sunday, at 8 o'eloult„ a m„ making sure
'numeration/ with the O., R. IN. B. R.
Returning, leaps Cannelton daily at 11:34 p.
m., Sueday exeepted, and Owensboro all p.m.
It'sDalf T1111 0550.
Leaves Evansville  Ia. m. sharp
Lcs•es Owensboro  4 p. m . sharp
Tare 500. for round trip on Sunday, but not
vespoesIble for storea purchased by the steward.
BYRNES A SNYD1111, Agents
VOLUME XVIII. NO 49. •
WORTH 1,000!
TESTIMONIAS OF IION. FAULK, OF
111•:RIEN COUNTY.
Would it Tale *1.000 for It—Res
lieved of Fifteeu Yeara' Suffering
From Omelette.
ALAVAIIA. Julie 22, ISs7.—R. B.
B. Company, Atlanta, Ga.—Gentlemen:
I had suffered trout that terrible disease,
dyspepsia, for over fifteen years, and
during that time tried everything I
could hear of, and spent over three
hundred dollars in doctors' bills, with-
out receiving the slightest benefit. In-
deed, I continued to grow worse. Fi-
nally, after I despaired of obtaining re-
lief, a friend recommended B. B. B.
(Botanic Blood Balm), and I began
using it; not, however, expecting to be
bencfitted. Alter using half a bottle
was **Ogled that I was tieing benetitted.
land when the sixth bottle was taken I
' telt like a new man. I would not take
$1,000 for the good it has alone tne; In
fact, the relict I derived front it is price-
less. 1 firmly believe that I would have
died had IRneostpetacktetuntllyt. etc.,
Tuommt PA CLIC
For the blood, use B. B. B.
For scrofula, use B. B. B.
For catarrh, use B. B. B.
For rheumatism, use B. B. B.
For kidney troubles, use B. B. B.
For skin diocese, use B. B. B.
For eruptions, use B. B. B.
For all blood poison, use B. B. B.
Ask your neighbor who has used B.
R. B. of its merits. Get our book free
filled with certificates of wonderful
cures.
SPECIAL
All who desire full information about
the cause and. cure of Blood Poisons,
Scrofula or Scrofulous Swellings, Ulcers,
Sores, Rheumatism, Kidney Complaint*,
Catarrh, etc , can secure by mail free, a
copy ofbur 32-page Illustrated Book of
Wonders, filled with the moat wondef-
ful wok startling proof ever before
known. i Address, BLOOD BALM CO.
Atlanta, Ga.
PIIIIIIDIEEDMN TKO ATTU lCTION
vir Over half a Millioa Dietributed:
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.L.ss L.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONP'Y
incorporated by the Legislature in ISdis, for
Educational and charitatair purposes. and ito
franchise made a part of the present Stale Con-
stoutiou, in lard, by an overwhelming popular
vote
It. united stogie Number Draw.
Ina. take place monthly. and the grand tinisr-
teri) Draw:lora regularly every three months
March, June September and Decenaber I
We 40 hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly anal quar-
terly17 Drawing,' of the Louisiana State Lot-
tery company. anal in peraon menage and con-
trol the Drawings themselves, anal that thesatne
are conducted with honeoty. fairness, anal in
good faith town'', II phrties. and we authorize
the Company to this certificate, with fac-
simile. of our sig aturos attache4, in its &dyer-
ti•ements."
We the undersigned Banks anal flanker+ will
paw all Prizes drawn in the Louisiana stale
Isateriee which may be presented at our coun-
ters
Ht• 111. 1.19111LEV,
Pres. Louisiana National Bank.
P. LANAILIX,
Prey. Klatt, National Dank.
A. liel.DM IN.
Pees. new Orleans Naill•nal Dank.
4'4111. KODN.
Pres. I mien Niv,leinat Dann
Grand Quarterly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, Julie 12, Hers.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100.000 Ticket.. at Twenty Dollars
sack. naives $10: Quarter. 113:
T•siths $2; Twentleib• Si.
LisT °V rititts.
1 PRIZE OF eloo.aoo laa
" of zoo,of.)
1 " of 10,000 is
1 f 2-1.000 a.
I PRIZI8 111,000 are
5 5.1000 are
of LOA are
leo of AO are
20t1 of :0s.i are
of 100 are
•PP1tOMIMAT10N PRIZES.
100 Prise-114;W° approximating to
000.000 Priam are $50.000
100 Prises (44300 ap-,..rotiounting
$100,000 Prfae are 20,000
100 Prises of slOu pprosinizti te
150.000 Prom are go,01.10
TIMX1.110.001. r10124.0
1,00u Prizes or $ew ate, ailed Ise •IWO.
Prize are 1100,20
1,i000 Prizes of 110o de, Add aT Atiskaps
Prize are .  100,000
--
3,130 prizes amounting to 11,0.15,000
For :Aida Rates. or any further information
apply to the undersigned. I our i1010111011r,tiog
mast be distinct anal Signature plain More
rapid return mail delivery will he saaurezt by
your enclosing an envelope bearing your full
address.
Send Postal Notes. E•pre-si Money Orders, or
New York Michange in oriligary letter Cur-
rency by exprea-,. at 01111eXPet1•••t• aiblre•-ee to
M. A. DAUPHIN,













Address Hz-godson 61 Letters to
NEW OMLICAkin sAT1O8AL BANE,
blew Orlesns,
REA1E311314',R That the jiresene ofacd !Carly. who are an Charge at the iIrs a mg.
'la a guaranteeof absolute fairness :not integrity.
that the chances are all equal, anal that no one
can possibly divine what numbers sill draw a
Prize.
la F.Y1 EIMER that the payment of Prizes
la UW 1,011 lit NA.
T1 ON A L WANKS at New °Heinle. anal the
Ticket. are signed by the President of no In -
atitution, whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts: therefore, beware of











SoREJHRGST bPAY 1st SPONT.RIXGB.014c
EP1700T IC. tic. 50cr.srs nil BOTTLE .
*00E5
CMS RKtIMATiRtSCROfULAs St tD1s11,41.3
4 or TH E BLoOD.
$IPER BOTTLE' 6 FOR $D
cuFaS ALL f CRMS of fiElif(ALGIAsfaMtau5
iitAbACHE. 50 US PIA BOY
SOLO EYE RY*1
tkl•D t 13iirt KO 07 Mt D. 6)
frajK SALE BY ALL DRU81018Tn.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
nummEm LA W LECTURER nine
weekly) heels lilt,loin, and end 12th Sep-
tember. Have prove,f of olitnat 4103,-104, 1.00
student* wha, design to purauo their studies at
teas or other Law sehool; 2al to thew who pro-
pose to read pin vseeli ; and ad, to praetttlonera
who have not had the ad, 'intake of aystematic
iertruction. Foe circular imply (P. U Myer-
aity of va ) to JOHN IL MINOR, Prof. Cora. acid
Stat. Law.
CONDENSED NEWS.
The U. S. Senate will discuss the fish-
eries treaty with open doors.
John Garrett had his arm eaught in a
mattreatia machine and tore off, Wednes-
day.
A cyclone struck Shane's Crossing,
0., Sunday, and damaged property to
the extent of $30,000.
One million copies of carlisle'e tariff
speech, according to present indications,
will barely supply the demand.
Rev. Lyman Abbott. D. D., has ac-
cepted the permanent pastorate of Ply-
mouth church to succeed Henry Ward
Beecher.
A waterspout tore up five miles of
railroad track, damaged a number of
houses and killed about twenty head of
stock near Chadion, Neb.
As for Chauncey Depew, the beatific
air which le tangled In his side-
whiskers shows all too plainly that he is
still dreaming of Mr. Blaine.
Three burglars brckOnto Jay Gould's
house on the Iliollooki few nights since.
Being very expert lietheir business they
escaped without being robbed.
Payne at Co's gigantic stove works,
at South Pittsburg, Tenn., burned Sat-
urday night. The place covered over
forty acres of land and was valued at
$2,000,000.
Congressman Scott, ot Pennsylvania,
was hung in effigy in Pittsburg, Mon-
day. As Pittsburg is the home of um-
nopoliste or protectionists this is not at
ell surprising.
A hydrophobia epidemic has broken
out in the vicinity of Marion, Ky., over
a &len dogs and aehnals affected with
the disease having been killed there
within the last week.
Mrs. George Reed of Napanee, Ind.,
while temporarily insane, took her 3
year old baby In her arms anal jumped
down a well, Both the WOMall and
child were killed instantly.
Congresernan Soott appears to have
fed the Pennsylvailia democrats se ith
harmony until they could hold no more.
Not even Mr. Mendell roped a chance to
quarrel with the sugared repast.
The white caps came down upon the
neighborhood of Bogara's Fork, Ind.,
and whipped two of the prominent
citisens of the dietrict. The entire
county is smutted over the matter.
There was a royal wedding in Europe
yesterday, which dial not immediately
concern any of the Battenburg family.
This new. is sulfielentlY startling to
bear a dame resemblance to a crisis.
Gen. Black and Gen. Stevenson
live next,door to each other in Washing.
ton. It may be that both of them it
up nights to see that the vice-presiden-
tial nomination is not unloaded on the
other felow'e doorstep.
Tlie Kentucky congreselonal delega-
tion, headed by Senator Blackburn, ac-
companied by ex-Oov. Proctor Knott
and other distinguished Kentuckians,
called upon President Cleveland the oth-
er day amid invited him to visit Kentucky
in the early fall.
A brakeman named Wm. Cain was
killed in South Tunnel, near Bowling
Green, Monday night. A freight train
parted while passing through, and Cain
got up to set the brakes. Ile struck his
head against the top of the tunnel, and
was knocked off the cars and under the
wheels.
Joseph Schub, a prominent German
of Louisville, who resided at 25k1:. West
G rayon Street, alter preparing a pillow
for his head itt a wash t room in the rear
of his residence, coolly took a pistol and
blew his brains out early Thursday
morning. No cause is assigned for the
deed.
Mrs. F. C. Krueger, living on North
State street Elgin, 111., Wad killed Thurs-
day in try lug to rescue her Is.montlis-
old child from an approaching freight
train on the Northwestern road. The
child had wandered from the house out
to the track and was also .killed, being
struck just as she reached it.
A Methodist revival is in progress in
Pickens County, N, C. Thursday night
Miss Bessie Smith, a young lady who
bait been a constant attendant, became
insane In church. She arose lIt her seat
and screamed that she had been to
heaven and tell and was told there that
the pastor conducting the services was
the greatest sinner et them all. She Is
perfectly crazed by religion.
Another wreck on the Louisville &
Nashville railroad occurred near Frank-
lin, Ky., Tuesday evetaing. The wreck
of Monday night had hardly been dared
away before another was reported. Lo-
cal freight No. 11, south bound, was
nearing Mitchellville, when the
boiler exploded, killing Atigineer Winn
who lived in liowlitig Green, outright.
lite fireman, George Farley, and head
nrakenian Lewitt Richardson, are re-
ported in a dyliag condition. Ten cars
are derailed, six empty anal four loaded.
The Big Sandy valley in Kentucky
came to the front Saturday with four
killings. The first was Preston Flem-
ing, a moonshiner, who was shot clown
by a deputy marshal, named Davis,
while he was trying to kill another
marthal, named Cline. '1'lle second
was tint killing of Jake llolderiield, a
deputy sheriff, who Was shot down
while tryliag to arrest John Ilan, indict-
ed for burglary. The ether two no
killed were named Chloe anal Simpkins.
Cline killed Simpkins in a quarrel over
a trifle and his body was found an hour
lifter tilled with bullet holes.
A crowd of toughs captured a train
Oil Saturday which was going from
Louisville to the Lamas races. After
using every expedient to beat the con-
ductor anal finding they could not, they
put on a bold front, told him they had
DO tickets, anal detled Idea to put them
otr. When lie attempted to put one oft
tlw rest drew knives anal revolvers and
told hint they would shoot hint full of
holes and then cut him up into little
bits if he didn't stop it. Ile was com-
pelled to give in. The crowd took the
whole train anal terrorized the rest of
the passengers into quietude. They all
got oil just before reaching Miami junc-
tion to prevent being arrested.
Judge Sterling B. Toney, in the law
and equity court, of Louisville, has
placed in the hands of Marshal :Mentz an
attachment against the person of C. P.
Huntington, the railroad magnate, for
contempt of court. The attachment Is
made returnable May 31, and has a
$5,000 bond affixed to it. Marshal
Montt must bring hie prisoner into
court, and he will then be required to
show cause why he should not be sent
to Jail for contempt. The whole case Is
highly sensational, and grows out of
the short route, or Belt line of Louis-
ville. Huntington failed to attend court
when ordered to appear. 'I'lie chances
are intleee he can give good reasans he
will be sent to jail, as Judge Toney has
made Rome marvelous decisions hi his
court.
At Lexington another sensation was
sprung on the people 'Filuraday morn-
ing, when Judge G. B. Kinkead and
Robert A. Thornton, two of hexing-
ton's leading lawyers. had a hostile
meeting in the courthouse, during the
session of the circuit court, and in the
presence of Ills Honor, Judge Jesse
Morton. About 10 o'clock the two men
met face to Alice at the door of the wit-
newt room, which opens into the circuit
court room, anal Kinkead looking hard
at Thornton, the latter exclaimed in an
angry tone of voice, "Don't look at me
In that manner, G—d d—n you." This
Incensed Kinkead, who; struck Thorn-
ton a heavy blow oti the head with hie
umbrella. As soon as the blow was de-
livered, Thornton grabbed Kinkead by
the arms and bore him back against the
wall. Before any further blows were
struck, friends of the two tnett inter-
fered and separated them. Both men
apologized to the court for their con-
duct, but Judge Morton fined each $30
for contempt and held them under $2,500
bond each to keep the peace for one
year. The afleir is the talk of the town,
and has in a large measure diverted in-
terest from the Turner alias Thurrian
pool-box aerial.
To ascertain in advance the senti-
ments of the men who will participate
In the approaching convention, the
Pest-Dispatch seven days ago sent out
telegraphic instructions to its corre-
spoudents In every state and territory
to obtale from delegates to the National
Convention, electors, and the fountain-
heads of political informetion the vice-
presidential preferences, and the most
probable action of the delegations in
convention. The following dispatch
from Louisville, in answer to the Name,
will prove interesting reading to time
people of this section:
The Kentucky delegates to the Dem-
ocratic National Convention are not at
all agreed upon a choice for vice-presi-
dent. It ia not probable thac half a
dezen.of the entire ilea have their whale
wade Up. An effort was made during
the convention at Lexington to have
adopted instructions for Gen. Black of
Illinois, commissioner of pensions.
The resolutions seem to have come from
the soldier eietuent of the mountain
districts. They were promptly tabled
by an overwhelming majority.
A vigorous attempt and very proba-
bly successtul llita been made to work
up the delegation in favor of the Hon.
A E. Stevenson of Illinois, fir -as-
sistant posoneeter-getieral. Gen. Ste-
venson, in the first place, Is a Keetuck-
ian anal has been active in assorting
Kentucky applicants for government
appointtnent, in addition to proving
himself an admirable man for the work
intrusted to Ilan. But more important
than all this Gen. Stevenson, is a cousin
of ex-flongressman James A. McKen-
zie, a delegate-at-large and a relative of
the Hon. Henry Wattersou. It is Mr.
aecKeneie who Is active in cativauteing
the Kentucky delegates for Stevenson,
but he undoubtedly cart bring to bear at
the proper time Mr. Watterson's sup-
port. At all Owes a striking figure in
national politics, Mr. Watterson wields
this year in Kentucky an Influence es-
pecially great. With his doctrine of
revenue reform taken up by the presi-
dent and of a sudden indorsed by many
politicians anal stateemell under
the pressure of the awakening farm-
ing communities of the northwest, lie
was by unaniiness consent placed in
command at LexIbigtott and will large-
ly represent at St. Louis the sentiments
of Beck, Blackburn and Carlisle. It is
safe to say that Mr. Stevenson will re-
oeive at least a complimentary vote
from the Kentucky delegation as a unit.
To a representative of the Poet Dis-
patch Mr. Watterson would only say,
"I newt reserve for the present a decis-
ion of my preference for vice-president.
I probably cannot say till I shall have
arrived in St. 1.ouls and looked over the
ground."
Prominent Democrats lucre say they
think the final contest will be between
Gen. Black and Gov. Gray. with the
climates in Gray's favor. There is a
strong sentiment In favor of Mr. Wat-
terrion, and a club has been organised
bearing his name. With this he has
personally nothing whatever to do. It
Is probable Kentucky will give him a
complimsntary vote, If indeed a genu-
ine boom is not started which will win
the nomination. Against this is the
fact that he would probably decline this
as he has for years all political honors.
If Speaker Carlisle will say the word
he can have Kentucky's vote to the end.
411. -41101M.----
CINCINNATI'S CENTENNIAL.
One Hundred Days and Nighta of su-
perior Attractions.
On the 4th of next July, there will be
inaugurated in the city of Cincinnati (to
continue one hundred days and nights)
(met"( the most magnificent displays of
the arts and sciences, and the products
of the diversified Industries of the land,
ever witneaaed iii Oda country—not ex-
cepting the Exposition held in Phila-
delphia in 1570.
Ample funds were secured over a year
ago to provide for the necessary ad-
juncts of the affair, and at the start it was
placed on a substantial basis. This was
done by the clear-headed business men
of the Queen City, who voluntarily
taxed themselves to the extent of one
million and fifty thousand dollars, in
order that uothing should be wanting to
render the celebration of ItiOth anniver-
sary of the first settlement of the Ohio
Valley an unqualified succeed. With
part of this generous sum, tuaasive
buildings have been erected for the pur-
pose, arid these, oupplemented by the
world tamoue Music Hall—s permanent
structure costing a million dollars and
capable of bolding 5,000 people—gives
to the enterprise better facilities titan
were ever engaged by anything of the
kind in the western country.
By the co-operation of eleven of the
principal States of the Union, from
each of which separate and distinct ex-
hibits will conic, and the participation
in It of the General Governmeta
will expend $150,000 in removing from
Washington and caring for them,
thousands of rare and valuable articles,
the property of "Uncle Sane" the Cen-
tennial is rendered a great deal more
than a local event, anal is aCottett placed
upon a national plane by realism of
which the attention of the whole world
will be attracted to It. Already the
major portion of the 700,000 square feet
of space has been engaged, and the ex-
hibits therefore represent all sections of
this country anal many of the principal
cities of the Old World.
Without question, the Exposition will
be a success, even beyond the wildest
dreams of its projectors and promoters.
A strange sort of-theatrical eratik lite
been discovered in Parts at the Ambigu.
It Is a woman who sits nightly in one of
the galleries and learnt the pieces by
heart. It is said to take her eight days,
anal she recites with the actors in a
whipper. Her neighborsted to hear her
answering the cites before the actor is
heard, A curiosity to-day, she will be
a nuisance to-morrow.
•
How Baking Pooders Are Made.
While rival taompatties are disputing
as to what Ingredients are to be found
In the "best baking powder," the public
will be interested in the following defi-
nition of these now indispensable arti-
cles as given by Appleton's Cyclopedia,
the acknowledged American authority.
best baking powders are com-
posed of bltartrate of Wasik (cream of
tartar,) tartaric acid, carbonate of am-
monia, and soda bi-carbonate, bound
together by a tittle- starch."
Perhaps Mr. Blaine starts Oli
coaching tour In Great Britain on the
let of next month in order to gain the
necessary experience to make Ilan
successful In coaching the Chicago




The Last Notes of The Great Drill at
Nashville.
The hotel's of Nashville dill a fine
business during the week.
Kentucky did not want the earth but
she wanted a liberal share of prize mon-
ey, and she got it.
The judges were fair and impartial
In all their decisions and there was no
kicking on the part of defeated compa-
nies.
The visiting soldiers were well pleased
with the warm welcome and hospitable
treatment received at the hands of the
people of Nashville.
The Hopkinsville boys returned home
Saturday night not much sadder but
considerably wiser than when they left.
They are not discouraged.
• Duncan C. Ross, the champion
swordsman of the world, was on the
grounds mounted upon his well trained
roan. lie was "the observed of all ob-
servers."
Capt. Ira C. Witt was one of the most
popular °Myers upon the grounds. Ills
genial manners, and hie princely bos-
pitality won for him a host of friends
who are not likely to forget
Miss I.ulu Harding, the charming
sponsor of the Latham Light Guards,
presented the company with a hand-
some basket of flowers arranged with
the most exquisite taste. She was in
turn the recipient of a basket of beauti-
ful liarechal Neil roses presented by
the company.
"Sam," the colored cook for the Hop-
kinsville boys, made a remark Thursday
which casts a rt flection on the zouaves.
While the latter were going through
with their ligheeing evolutions and fan-
cy tiring Saw Was a very interested
looker-on. After the drill was over
happening to meet ope of the boys he
said : "Bees you jes orter seed dem Zu-
lus."
The Latham Light Guards have made
many friends during the etwainpment.
'Ike friendships formed on the tented
field are not goon forgotten. Recollec-
tions of tide week will be ever recurring
to the minds of threw who attended and
whenever the theme conies up for dis-
cuselon familiar laces will be seen again
anti casual remark will be treas-
ured in memory as souvenirs of hni i who
wade 
e
In the battle of Saturday evening, the
Light Guards covered themselves with
dust and glory. The howitzer, which
was posted on the extreme right wing
of the advancing forces was by a sudden
attack, captured and about to be earried
into the enemy's line. At the com-
mand of Capt. Lewis, the Hopkinsville
boys rushed upon the enemy, overpow-
ered them and dragged the gun back
amid the cheers of the thousand, who
witnessed the feat.
The grand interstate competitive drill
closed Saturday evening. It had been
a great success viewed from any point.
The management had spared no paint
or expense in making every prepara-
tion. Nothing was wanting to com-
plete the success of the enterprise. It
was a great undertaking, but the citi-
zens of Nashville with a laudible enter-
prise took hold of it and offered such
Inducements as would insure Its success
from the very beginning.
The Southern Cadets are the finest
looking body of men ever seen together.
They are all young, not a beard in the
company. They are polished gentle-
men, every man of them. They won
universal re.pect, not only by their
splendid drilling, but by their gentle-
manly behavior and courteous manner@
'Fliey have a bright future before them.
They wore the grey, and they marched
up to receive second money to the as-
piring etrains of "Dixie."
It seems to us that the Nashville pa-
pers might have noticed the fact that
Mr. F. C. McCarron, the only competi-
tor entered by the Latham Light Guards
for the individual prize, was one of the
three last men to take hit teat, but in-
stead of giving Mr. McCarrol his dues
they assign the honor to a member of
'mother company. The mistake evi-
dently came about through the igno-
rance of the local reporters; it could hot
have been a willful Iniarepreeentatiou.
The contest narrowed 'down to three,
representing the Atlanta 'titles, (lie
Louisville Light Intantry and the La-
tham Light Guards, Mr McCarron be-
ing the representative of the latter cont-
pally. This correction is due Mr. Mc-
Carron and the company.
Time Latham Light Guards followed
the Louisville Light Infantry. There
was considerable applanee when they
marched up in front of the judges for
Inspection. Their arms were in the beet
possible order, their helmets, plumes
anal uniform arranged with neatitests and
predation. On Wednesday eveiting they
itad in the presence of the officers Bed
privates of every company present made
one of the prettiest practice drills that
had been witnessed upon th. grounds.
They were highly praised by all who
witnessed it,and it was conceded by corn-
peteet persons that if they dial as well
when their time came for the competi-
tive drill they would take second or
third money. But they didn't. I hate
to write the word., bait it is none the
less true, they failed.
Guard duty was pretty tough on Wed-
nesday night. Capt. Lewis, of the La-
tham Light Guards, was officer of the
day and determined to put a stop to slip-
ping through the lines. The guards
were doubled around the twits. About
ten o'clock the young fellows who had
absented themselves without the per-
!ideate!' of officers, without passes or
countersign, begin to come in. The
whole camp had gathered around the
sentinels to witnees the sport. Each
laggard as he approached Was promptly
halted and hui pass or countersign de-
manded. Most of them had neither, and
these were promptly marched off to the
guard beware amid the derisive shouts of
the spectators. Not a few made breaks,
passed the irentitiele and reached their
tents In salety, while their comrades
cheered them lustily.
The ghost of it (adore.' preacher, who
was recently hanged in Georgia, is said
to occupy his old pulpit on Sunday
nights end deliver sermons with great
fervor to hie terrified Hock. hula is a
powerful argument againet Mr. Rau-
dell's) proposition to abolish the tax on
whisky. If a large Internal revenue tax
cannot completely drive away ghosts,
the crop would surely grow very tall
and rank if every man were permitted
to be his own moonehiner.
There is a man in Kentucky who is
chock full of lighting. Sparks ily out
of him in the tiark, and it almost gives
an ordinary person the toothache to
shake hands with him. Here is the
man whom the Blaine shouters are
looking for to take the second place on
the magnetic ticket which they are
manufacturing.
President Gustave Jarreckl, of the
Humboldt safe Deposit and Trust com-
pany, of Erie, Ps., which failed for
$423,000, indicted two years ago for tak-
ing deposits knowing the institution was
Insolvent, Was acquitted.
MORE RAILROAD RACKET.
A Writer Wile is in Favor of Feard's
Read Mrs His Views.
Editor New Ira:
Disk SIR: Knowing the columns of
your valuable paper are always open
for the discussion of any question of in-
terest to the public, and especially the
railroad question, I submit the follow
ing suggestions for the consideration
of your readers, and in doing so simply
desire to draw the attention of the peo-
ple of this town and county and those
of Trigg county to what I believe is for
the best interests of all concerned, with
out any desire to create or encourage
any prtjudice or animosity against any
of the various plans and propositions
that have been offered Hopkinsville for
another railroad, and having only in
view the interest of Hopkinsville and
the county tributary thereto.
Of course I understand that until the
time elapses for the 0. V. to comply
with Its contract, the money voted to
that enterprise cannot be diverted to
any other purpose. But assuming the
fact that the 0. V. will not build to
Hopkinaville, then we are free to aitP
anyjoad the people see proper to aid.
Tbe Chicago and Gulf road is a grand
enterprise, gigantic in its proportions
and second to none in importance to
Hopkinsville, when completed. From
what Col. Townes says. it is likely to
assume definite shape in the way of a
proposition very won.
Next comes the semi-annual "report-
ed proposition" from the L. & N. to
build us a line to the I. A.1T., provided
we will grade the road bed and prepare
it for the iron. They will then endorse
our bonds and equip and run it, per-
ruitting a directory of our citizens to
name the rate of freight from the I. A.
at '1'. to Hopkinsville, but offering us no
reduction in rates on their main line on
out-going and in-coming freight. Such
a road would afford us no competition
whatever, and the proposition is not
worth considering for a moment. To
accept it would simply be aiding the
L. & N. to forge the last link to the
chain they are so anxious to encircle us
with. No man who understands the
situation and has the interest of Hop-
ainsville at heart will entertain for a
moment such a proposition.
Next comes Col. Foard with the Cum-
berland Gap and Mississippi Valley
road. Associated with him in the en-
terprise as incorporators are men of
means, ititluence and business capacity,
coupled with an earnest desire to pro-
mote the interests of Hopkinsville, and
by this work free us tor all time to
conic from I.. at N. bondage and ex-
tortion. As a sufficient guarantee of
this fact we give the names of our citi-
zens who are the incorporators of the
Cumberland Gap at Mississippi Valley
road's charter: Hon. E. 1'. Campbell,
president Bank of Hopkinsville; Mr.
Lucian Jones, president City Bank; Mr.
J. D. Russell, vice-president Planters
Bank; Henry Abernathy, Central ware-
house; U. F. Jarrett, tobacco buyer;
Judge J. I. Landes and Hon. Hunter
Wood. Col. board will be here this
week and submit such a proposition to
us that we can beyond a doubt accept,
sa soon as we are relieved from the 0.
V. contract, and then the work can be-
gin without delay.
Now the advantages of a road to the
Cumberland river are very potent to
every business man in
First it brings us in direct communica-
tion with the people of Trigg, who want
to come to Hopkineville with their trade
and who will offer substantial financial
aid to build it; next it penetrates the
very territory most affected by the
Clarksville at Princeton :staid and ena-
bles us to get bark our trade and double
what it formerly was; and last of all
this road built and we have a perpetual
check to high rates and L. & N. ex-
tortion.
We cannot build any thirty miles of
road from Hopkinaville that will run
through a better section of country.
Thickly settled by thrifty, hard working
farmers on good farms, the local traffic
will pay as well if not better than any
road of the same length in any other
direction. We can build this line, own
and control it; have it managed by our
own people and those of Trigg county,
at just as little c3st as though we voted
the money to some outside corporation
as .a subsidy to build and run it for us.
Of course if the Ohio Valley complies
with her contract, then we can do hoth-
ing, but if they do not, this is the road
and we hope the incorporators of the
Cumberland Gap & Mississippi Valley
will have everything ready to strike
while the iron is hot. CITZINI.
•••
Ilendrleks Turns Up.
It will be remembered that some par-
ties.attentpted to make capital out of
the disappearance or one Robert Hen-
dricks from the asylum at this place
some time ago. Many and various
charged were made and Hendricks'
father complained to the legis-
lature and caused an Invertigat-
rig committee to be sent here
for the purpose of looking into the mat-
ter. Every possible effort on the part
of Dr. Rodman was made to hind the
man, but without success, and every as-
sistance was rendered the legislative
committee in their investigation. Mon-
day Dr. Rodman received a telegram
from M. S. Harris, at Franklin, which
stated that Robert Hendricks had re-
turned home on a freight train at noon
of that day.
That Hendricks Matter.
In a local itt the last issue the New
ERA stated that the father of Robert
Hendricks had complained to two ses-
sions of the legislature and caused two
committees to be sent here to investi-
gate hid soil's disappearance. This le a
mistake as there has been only one
session Janice bie escape from the asy-
lum. The following special sent out
from Franklin gives the particulars of
his return anal contains one very perti-
nent suggestion at least, that an apology
is due the management of the asylum
here:
Robert Hendricks, who mysteriously
disappeared front the Western Lunatic
Asylum more than a year ago, landed in
(hit city Monday. Hie arrival produced
a profound sensation, as it was evident-
ly thought by his family and the public
that he had either been the victim of
foul play at the aoylurn or else had wan-
dered of and died. He came back in
the full possession of his mind anal
looks hale and hearty. lie gives a thrill-
ing account of iii, escape troin the asy-
lum and Iii• adventures since. The
meeting to-day between father anal son,
and brothers anal aleters was affecting.
The circumstances surrounding his
strange diaappearanee caused his father
to publish seine grave charges against
Dr. Rodman, the superintendent of the
asylum, and his assistants, which were
copied generally by the Kentucky
press, and the matter 0( Hendrick's die-
appearaece was the subject of an inves-
tigation by a committee appointed by
the butt legislature of this state, but time
results were not satisfactory, and a
great many atilt thought that the young
Illafi had been murdered in the asylum
anal the fact concealed until lie turned
tip here to-day. Some apologies to Dr.
Rodman and the tutyluin management
are now in order, and will doubtless be
forthcoming.
John P. Webster, the oldest attorney
in Somerset t ounty, Me., was killed
near hie residence, In Norridgewoek,
by falling from a railway bridge.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL INSTITUTE.
Interesting Program to be Rendered
at its Meeting in this City.
The Sunday School Institute for the
Second district, embracing the counties
of Trigg, Christian, Todd, Muhlenburg,
Hopkins, McLean, Daviem, Henderson
and Union, under the auspices; of the
Kentucky Sunday School Union, will









Sunday School management :—
Organization. Pi of J.J . (.; lenn,Madiaant i I le.
Superintendent In and out of School.)
Judge J. I. Landes, HoPkiAlryille•
Secretary. ,; Records, etc, L. W . Whisb•
Treasurer. (How so sneers sad bow to nes





Reports from vies-prasuients. ;
Address on the impoetaaes or sal
eouaty wait-M.11ov. B. D. c__________
wine.
wasmallealr mare.
genies at soma. Lad by Dr
Addressee state wort. Ber 11. 1. Feaser,
LounivHle.
Collection for state work.
T•tadD•T MORNING'
finaday School instruction :—
The Teacher Prof. J. W Ruat,Hopkinsulle,
The Teacher's Helps. Dr. 6"11, Elkton.
A teacher's meeting conducted Prof. It W.
Hall, breenv!ile
Address by R. T Pewee .
TihlianJay •YTEadOON•
Music in the Sunday School. ingrate Crock-
Heactaresta.
The Pastor and Suaday School key W. L.
Nourse, Hopkiaggille




Praise service. Conducted by Mr. Thomas
Bottomley
Five minutes address on the "Hopeful Out-
tool"
The recent state convention at Hen-
derson approved the action of the Frank-
fort convention in dividing the state
into fifteen districts, and recommended
that the executive committee hold an
Institute in each district during the
year.
In compliance with this recommenda-
tion the Second Institute for the Sec-
ond district Is hereby announced, and
the attention of all Sunday-school
workers is earnestly invited to the ac-
companying program.
The L. at N. railroad will sell return
tickets to delegates at one-third the
usual rate on presentation of certificate
from the agent at starting point that
they paid full fare going: to Hopkins-
ville. Delegates will please bear this in
mind, and secure certificates from the
agent at starting point.
The citizens of Hopkinsville extend
a most cordial invitation to all and they
hope for and will expect • large attend-
ance. Those who expect to attend will
please notify Judge Joe McCarroll, of
Hopkinsville, by June 3, so that enter-
tainment may be provided for them.
All churches in the district which
have no Sunday-school are requested to
send deleples,:as well as those having
Sunday-schools.
Wyoming Frank and Ed.
The open-air concerts of the celebra-
ted "Wyoming Frank and Ld." compa-
ny are attracting more attention and
greater crowds nightly. People of all
classes, from all parts of the city as-
semble to hear the music and inciden-
tally to buy the wonderful medicines
which tbe doctors sell.
"Frank" is the talker, and to say that
"he's a hummer" is putting it mildly.
In personal appearance he is small,
dark and wiry, with black curls falling
to the shoulders, black mustache and
imperial and keen black eyes. He
wears the typical western hat of white
felt with low crown and broad brim, a
suit of brown velvet with long tailed
coat, and tight pants. A low cut vest
displays a fine flannel or linen shirt
with gaudy neck-tie, diamond studs
and long heavy gold watch chain bang-
ing from the neck. He is an expert
"tooth lifter" and when he gets a grip
on a molar it flashes out like it was shot
from a gun and a little of his medicine
rubbed on the gum "before and after
taking" makes it a real pleasure, so to
speak, to have a tooth pulled.
"Ed." closely resembles his older
brother arid wears a suit of green velvet
and the same ttyle hat, hair and jewel-
ry. He hands out the medicine and
does the "rounding up."
The company consists of several "ar-
tists"—burnt-cork and other kinds—of
versatile talent, and Interest in the per-
forruances never ceases. They seem to
be doing a "land-office business" and as




say "long may they wave."
In Pollee Circles.
Matters have been unusually lively in
police circles the past. few days, and
Chief Biggerstaff and his force were
busy yesterday making arrests among
the colored law-breakers. Tom Parrish,
a boy well-known for his misdeeds, was
arrested and locked up Friday morning,
on a charge of cruelly beating an old
black man, who is a cripple. The offi-
cers had to give chase Vae second time
ere Tom could be captured. His trial
will be had Monday. 
1 -
Dr. Nelson Christian was arrested on
the charge of beating his wife. The
judge fined him $10 and cost.. He will
pay out his fine by work with the gang.
Wm. Bradshaw, in attempting to es-
cape from the ;officers ran plump into
Chief Biggerstaff's arms, and of course
was collared. The charge against him
Wad disorderly conduct and profane
language. He will work out a fine of
$10 and cost.
Tom Terrell, for "shooting craps,"
was also landed behind the bars.
George Ann Green had Lydia Majors
arrested on a charge of abusive lan-
guage. The case was beard before
'Squire Tinsley Thursday afternoon,
who tined each of the women one dollar
and costs. 'nese parties are all colored.
The chief says he Is determined to
break up the evil practices that have
been indulged In by the colored element
of the city.
It is estimates' that President Cleve-
lanai and Mrs. Cleveland are receiving
invitations for visits during the summer
holidays at the average rate of one a
minute. If the president and his wife
should deem it desirable to refuse some
of theft invitations, they will run the
risk of being considered unkind. Still,
it doesn't seem possible that they can
accept them all and get back to Washing-
ton by the 4th of next March.
James Johnson was held at Annapo-
lis, Md., yesterday for the murder of
George A. Riley on Sunday. Benjamin
Hortsman was also locked up as an ac-
cessory.
K. G. Walker, a colored lawyer, was
yesterday nominated by the Mayor of
Boston as all assessor. No colored moo
has hitherto held that poi(Ition.
The padlock has been taken off the
front door of the summer hotel, and is
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Speaking to 030111311M05 at I o'c'sook p. a.. ex-
cept eight @petaled!. which will take place
promptly at 1 o'ssioldt.
Gen. Sheridan continues to improve,
and he now has a fair chance to recover.
Quite a number of our colored friends
are supporting West. Very frequently
one bears his cause advocated by them.
Blaine's house was robbed the other
night and many of his letters and
papers carried off. His record was left
untouched.
The Paducah Standard is to be con-
gratulated on the itsprovrcent in Its
headgear. The new bonnet is much
neater than the old ate.
They do say that Judge McPherson is
getting pledgee from a large number of
Republicans. They do not intend to
longer keep the court-house clique in
power by voting for its candidates.
The New Yorkers are not yet reedy
to take the colored brother to their
hearts. A proposal to elect a colored
secretary to the Freedman's Aid Society
of that city waa almost unanimously
voted down.
Owensboro citizens pay a tax of $2.761-1
on every $100 worth of property, $4
poll tax, and $1 dog tax. Yet despite
this Owensboro la prosperous and her
dozens do not complain much of high
taxes. This is just gtven as a pointer
to a few croakers in this city.
The Indications are that Cleveland
and Gray will be the Democratic nomi-
nee. this year. Black, of Illinois,
stands second to Gray as the choice of
the delegates. It Is oonceded that Gray
could carry Indiana while it is very
doubtful about Black being able to
do it.
There is a report going the rounds of
the press to the effect that Judge Grace
and Commonwealth's Attorney Garnett
are considering the advisabilty of mak-
ing the race for congress in the First
district. The Now ERA does not speak
by the Lord, nevertheless it believes
there la little foundation for the report.
Indiana regulators left bundles of
switches at the doors of some parties
who spent their time loafing, and with
the switches an intimation that they had
better change their methods. The neit
morning there were several men hust-
ling around after jobs. A few regula-
tors of that sort would be of a benefit to
Hopkinsville.
The last reports from Gen. Sheridan
were to the effect that his death is ex-
pected in a few hours. It was doubted
that he could survive the night (last, as
he was very low. Ills lungs have re-
fused to act and do not furnish the nec-
essary amount of oxygen to the blood,
which necessitates the giving of it to
him in small quantities.
Many citizens of this city will doubt-
Wig be wrought up when they find out
that at a meeting of Kentucky distillers
in Louisville on Thursday night an
agreement was formulated by which tbe
production of whisky for 1888-89 was
restricted to 11,000,000. Think of
it, will you; tally 11,000,000 and Hop-
kinaville In the state, too.
Ingalls' la at it again. This time hemade himself conspicuous In being theonly Democratic senator who opposedthe confirmation ol Mr. Fuller to thechief justiceship.-Lebanon Enter-pries.
Democratic Senator! Great snakes!
What has the Democratic party done to
you, Bro. Abel, that you should so foul-
ly dander it. May the Lord forgive
you; we can't.
Whatever may be said of the regular-
ity with which the L. it N. comes for-
ward with Its propositions, in the pres-
ent instance, at least, the proposition
was the direct result of the efforts of
some of the citizens of our city, who
bad only the city's interest at heart, and
wbo at the time the effort was made,
believed there was no hope of another
road and that such a line would be bet-
ter than no line.
The Louisville Timm wan would poke
fun at St. Peter If be ever got a chance.
in referring to Gen. Sheridan and the
boast made by him as he swept through
the smiling valley of Virginia that he
had converted It into such a desert that
a crow crossing It must carry his rations
with hint, says he is now going down
into another valley, "iut let us hope he
may not have occasion to regret that he
didn't carry a supply of water with
him.
Tbe New LaA, when provoked by
what it believes to be carelessness or
negligence, criminal or otherwise, on
the part of an official has not hesitated
to give that official a sounding whack.ft aim gives credit when credit is due.
Referesee la made to the determined ef-
fort made by the police to break up the
rough gang that hangs around the depot
on Ninth street. Many have been ar-
reined and fined tor loud swearing, and
the good work goes bravely on.
Considerable comment is being made
by the prose outside the state on the de-
feat of Congreseman Breckenridge for
delegate-it-large from this state. Col.
Breckenridge was defeated simply be-
cause there was no concert of action on
the part ot those who supported him to
gather votes. His friends, if they
worked at all, did not work together;
they had no system. Again it may be
attributed to the fact that ho was not on
the grounds and did not care enough
about the matter to have others there
for him. All talk about the hemp men
defeating him Is all bosh. There was
no serious or 41111tapoken opposition on
tba part of any'llao to the,Col.
The New York Tribune of Wednesday
publiehes a letter from Jas. G. Blaine,
in which he reiterates his determination
not to accept the presidential nomina-
tion. He aays : "Assuming that the
presidential nomination could by any
passible chance be offered to me, I could
not accept it without leaving in the
minds of thousands of these men (thaw
who have given their support to other
candidates and the candidates them-
selves the impression that I had not
been free trout indirection, and, there-
fore, I oould not accept it at all. The
misrepresentations of malice have no
weight, but the just displeasure of
friends I could not patiently endure."
What will be the result ot this letter can-
uot be foreseen. Many delegates will
go to Chicago instructed to vote for
Blaine first, last and al: the time, and it
is very likely that the enthusiaam created
by the placing of his name before
the convention, and that will certainly
be done, will result in a stampede
which will nominate him despite his
protests. He cannot then refuse, and he
will not.
The Banks-Littleton me was calle I
in the criminal court at Nashville Mon-
day and on account of the absence of
some witnesses the trial was post-
poned until to-day. This trial will be
• noted one in the anjtals of Tennessee,
as sante of the best legal talent of the
country 16 emploaed on both side'.
Looking at the matter from an Impar
tial standpoint, and one which [ekes
into consideration the provocation,
character of the offender, and all the
details which led up to the crime, it
seems to us justice demands that Banks
pay • very heavy penalty for his act.
If this was not a clear case of pretuedi-
tated murder, then we do not know
wbat murder iv. Granted that Littleton
was a dangerous wan when aroused, he
had made no threats against the life of
his assailant. Granted that the provo-
cation was such that no man could bear
in silence, yet he could at least have
met his foe face to face. Knowing the
nature and character of Mr. Littleton,
we know that he would not have taken
any undue advantage of an enemy.
Condemning him for publishing an ar-
ticle so derogatory to the character of
Mr. Banks, and despising that sort of
journalism, all the more do we condemn
the cowardly manner of Mr. Banks in
thus avenging his grievance.
CUT-WORE SCIENTISTS.
The Henderson Journal's scientific ed-
itor gravely says: "Cut-worms develop
into grasshoppers, as has been proven by
experiments made by several persons in
this section. In all likelihood, judging
from the quantity of worms, the grass-
hoppers will prove a great pest later
on." From another Henderson con-
temporary we see that John Lyue, the
distinguished naturaliat who usually
presidea over the snake, worm and veg-
etable department 01 the Journal, is out
of the city-doubtless collecting cut-
worm statistics-and this fact accounts
for the amusing error in the above para-
graph. Any of the Journal's readers
who can catch a cut-worm that turns
into a grasshopper will have found a
new specimen and can open up an in-
teresting correspondence with any natu-
ralist on the subject. The cut-worm
develops into a four-winged insect be-
longing to the large class of moths-
scientifically dubbed and disguised as
Lepistoptera-provided it isn't gobbled
np before hand by some of the birds
which prey on them while In the worm
and chrysalis stage. There is a kind of
worm that develops into a graashopper,
but it is not the cut-worm nor the army-
worm. The Journal will please remit
$10 for this information, to be used for
endowing a worm museum in Owens-
boro. We trust our poky Henderson
triends can at least keep up With the
worms.
Hold oil ther, Mr. Inquirer; you're
pretty tly, but Hopkinaville will take
that $10. The cut-worms up in this
section are but the catespillars of
a Rustic moth, of the tribe of
noctine and group agrotidida, at
least so says our cut-worm editor.
There is not much danger of his cussed-
ness being gobbled up by birds of prey
in the chrysalis stage for the moths lay
their eggr just under a leaf or other
substance near the ground, and almost
R8 soon as born they crawl down into
the earth. The woiros are driven
deep into the ground by hot weath-
er and, appear in the shape of
a moth about the middle or last
of July. From the appearance of the
worms hereabout our bugologist is led
to believe that they will proJuce the
antler moth ,charseas grumints) which is
very distruCtive to meadows and past-
ures; but from the looks of the work
done by the infernal things one is led to
believe they belong to the naotringa mu-
Otinetus species.
THE WESTERN ROUTE.
On Saturday night there was an in-
formal meeting of some fifteen or more
of Hopkinsville's representative busi-
ness men to meet Jo. Foard and talk
over any plan he might have looking
toward the building of a road from this
point west to the Cumberland or Ten-
nessee river. Various plans were dis-
cussed, but nothing definite in the way
of a proposition was made. The senti-
ment ammig those present was unani-
mous in favor of a road west, as it
would be of more advantage to the peo-
ple of this county than any other.
Those present advised Mr. Foard to go
to work, organize his company and
have everything in readiness to strike
should the 0. V. fall to come to time.
This :le will do. He backed Its this
enterprise by men of wealth and bus!.
neas sagacity, who will stand by lilm
what he attempts.
It Is the intention to build to the
Tennessee river where the road will
meet a line from Csiro, known as the
Cairo, Tennessee & Cumberland Gap,
thus giving through line to Cairo, and
the best connections in the world.
This is the road for Hopkinsville,
for not only does it give us
an outlet on three large rivers,
the Cumberland, Tenneseee and Mis-
sissippi, but crosses several large and
important railroads. The road from
Cairo to the Tennessee river we are as-
sured is now under contract and It is un-
derstood between Mr. board and the
the president of the other road, B. F.
Neale, that at the river they will join
forces, bridge the river •nd make the
line one Inatead of two. The distance
from here to the Cumberland river is
about thirty miles and from there to
the Teunesee only about nine miles. Of
course if the 0. V. claims the $100,000
voted it, which cannot be done unless
the road is completed and in operation
to this point by January laS9, then no
action will be taken on„the part of Mr.
board, but If It fails to comply with its
agreement then there Is not a question
but that a proposition will be submitted
to the people of this county, and of
course to Trigg, looking to the voting of
a subsidy. Should the proposi-
tion be a reasonable one there Is hardly
a queation but that it will be favorably
considered by the people.
NEGRO SUPREMACY.
The article on "What Negro Suprem-
acy Means," In the June number of the
Forum, by Wade Hampton, has created
something of a sensation. It deals chief-
ly with affairs In South Carolina from
1S68, when the government of that state
was turned over to the negroes and their
carpet-bag white allies, to 1876, "when
the state was redeemed from a domina-
tion more debasing, more disgraceful
than any which has ever obtained power
on this continent." Everyone Is well
aware, says Mr. Hampton, that this
state of &Mara was brought about by the
disenfranchisement of the whites and
the enfranchisement of the negroeit,
not only without constitutional authori-
ty but In direct violation of the consti-
tution, for they were allowed to vote
before the adoption of the constitutional
amendment permitting them to do so,
which right was not conferred upon
them until 1870, yet this privilege VMS
exercised ill 1S67, when they took pos-
session of government In South Caroli-
na. It Wart in 1867 that Gen. Canby,
coturnsmiing the military district of
North and South Carolina, issued orders
for a registration of voters preliminary
to the calling of a convention to frame a
constitution. At thio election, 68,876
colored wen voted, and of the members
of the convention chosen 63 were ne-
groea and 34 whites. This. convention
met •na framed a constitution, which
was ratified by a vote of 70,700 negroee
the following spring. At this host elec-
tion, the state officers, members of con-
gress and of the legislature were elect-
ed. Of the latter 85 were negrors and
72 whites. Many of thee.) could neither
read nor write anti Ow white eoliths -
gent was chiefly made up of carpet-bag-
gers, men without character, principle,
or property. With very few exceptions,
continues Mr. Hampton, these chosen
representatives of the people owned no
property. paid no taxes, were profound-
ly ignorant and equally unserupulous.
Devoid of principle and incapable of
shame, the sole object of their public
acts Was tO enrich themoelves at the ex-
pense of the state.
In support of Isis argionente Mr.
Hampton quotes from a little work by
Jae. S. Pike, late minister to the Hague.
In referring to the legislature in session
in 1873, Mr. Pim, among many other
things says :
"Here sit 124 members; of them
are white men, representing the reniab.s
of the old civilizttion. • * These 23
white men are but the observers, the en-
forced auditors, of the dull and ten fumy
imitation of a deliberative body, whose
appearance in their present capacity is
at once a wonder and a shame to mod-
ern civilization. • * The epeaker is
black, the clerk is black, the doorkeep-
ers are black, the little pages are black,
the chairman of the ways and nieatio
committee is black, and the chaplain is
coal black, ,At some of the desko sit
colored men whose types it would be
hard to find ontelde of Congo; whose
costumes, visages, attitudes and express
!don only beet the forecastle of a buc-
caneer."
Mr. Hampton goes on to show by the
records the rottennees of the govern-
ment; how taxation was increased from
$400,000 per annum to $2,000,000; that
the governor spent $30,000 or $40,000 a
year en a salary of $3,500; that hie fi-
nancial operstlms were taken as a mat-
ter of course.
In 1877 a committee was appointed by
the legislature to Investigate any im-
proper or illegal use 'of the public funds
or credit of the state. They made a
voluminous report, which showed the
enormity of the frauds committed under
Republican or negro rule. The aide(
clerks of the senate and house testified
that under the bead of supplies was em-
braced everything that a senator or rep-
resentative chose to order, refreshments
for committee rooms, groceries, clocks,
horses, carriages, dry goods, furniture
of every description and miscellaneous
articles for the personal use of the mem-
bers. Under the head of supplies, sun-
dries, and incidental expenses there was
expended in one session $350,000, $125,-
000 of which waa tor refreshments.
Almost every article of furniture and
clothing wee bought and paid for by the
state for these men.
Fraud and bribery were rife in every
department of the state government,
from the highest officials to the hum-
blest members of the general assembly.
In one year the amount voted far pub-
lic printing was $450,000. To secure
the passage of a bill appropriating this
amount, senators, representatives and
high officials were bribed. Gov. F. J.
Moees received $20,000, Treaaurer Cor-
doze $12,500, eeveral senators $5,000
each, the Lieut. governor $2,500, and
so on down to the pitiful amount of $50,
for which some of the senators sold them-
Before closing he reiterates the opin-
ion expreosed in the beginning of his
article, that negro supremacy would
bring disgrace and ruin to any state in
the union and would be a perpetual me-
nace to our Republican Institutions.
He quotes as follows from a speech made
by Abraham Lincoln, in a debate with
Mr. Douglas io Illinois, its SeptenPser,
1858:
"I am not nor ever Pave been in favor
of bringing about in any way the sOcial
and political equality of the white and
b'ack races; I am not nor ever have
been In favor of making voters nr jurors
of negroeo, ;tor of qualifyieg them tohold office. I will say in addition to
this that there is a physical differeece
between the white and blaek races which
I believe will forever forbid the tworaces living together on terms of socialand political equality ; that there mustalways be a position ot superior and in-terior, and I se much as any other man
am iu favor of having the superior posi-
tion assigned to the white man. * • I
will add to this that I have never seen aman, woman or child, who was in favorof producing perfect equitlity, social andpolitical, between negroes and whitemen."
TOBACCO SALES.
The tobacco market this week was, to
use the phrase of a prominent ware-
houseman, "irregularly high." There
was a decided upward tendency on leaf.
The demand for lugs Was not as strong
as heretofore but several hogsheads
brought unusually good prices. 'Ille
receipts for the past week were not very
heavy, a large per cent. of the crop
having been delivered.
Hanbery & Slayer sold this week 37
!aids. as follows:
11 Mids. good leaf, $9 60 to 11 73
9 " medium leaf, $6 85 to a 70
7 " old leaf, $7 00
4 " " luga, $5 00
6 " new " $5 00 to 65
II. Nelson & Co. sold this week
11 !gilds. as follows:
11 Mids. common to medium leaf, $7 50to 9 25.
Sales by Gant and Gaither Co., of 69
hlids, as follows:
26 lihds. good and medium leaf, $8 00 to11 00.
29 !tittle. common leaf, $6 00 to 0014 " lugs from $3 50 to 6 50
Hancock, Fraser & Ragsdale sold this
week 141 hhds. as follows:
25 Mids. good and fine leaf, 10 50,10 00, 11 00, 13 00, 11 50, 12 00, 12 25,11 00, 12 00, 11 50, 11 25. 11 00, 11 50,50, 9 50, 9 50, 9 25, 9 25, 9 10, 9 4:),9 50, 9 30, 9 60, 9 50, 9 50.
50 common to medium leaf,7 50, 7 50, 7 60, Si 50, 7 60, 8 50, 9 le,8 50, 8 50, 8 75, 7 75, 7 50, 7 50, 8
7 50, 8 75, 8 50, 8 45, 8 30, 8 05, 8 70,7 70, 8 75, 8 70, 8 50, 8 50, 7 50, 95,8 60, 8 75, 8 30, 8 20, 8 25, 8 75, 8 80,8 SO, 8 90, 9 10, 9 10, 9 00, 50, 7 75,7 50, 7 50, 7 50, 8 60, 7 75, 8 50, 00,8 75.
filids. lugs, $4 00 to 7 50.
Wheeler, Mills & Co., sold this week
50 ithds. as follows:
15 hiels. good, to medium leaf, $11 25to 9 80.
25 idids. common leaf, 118 00 to 7 00.10 iihds. lugs, $8 00 to 4 30.
Mercer Sayings and !Mingo: Tobac-co beds are almost a failure though itdoes not materially affect the tobaccointerest here as the principal crops areraised in the winter anyway and are al-ready safely houised.
Harrodsburg Democrat: While thecomplaint about the failure of tobaccobeds is quite general the prospect forplants is more promising in this neigh-borhood than ever before. The plan-ters used home-grown seed, and are nowwafting anxiously for a "setting sea-son," so as to thin out their beds, get nuearly start and an early cutting.
Pendleton Democrat: irons the toneof our correspondents it is evident thatthere will not be a surplus of tobaccoplants In tilts county. Some farmerstell us their plants are doing finely,while others claim their entire beds de-stroyed, and so it goes. We teel confi-dent, however, there will be an abund-ance of plants to supply the detnand atplanting time.
McEirees Wine of Cantu' is tor sale
















THE ELLIS ICE fACTORY.
THE MACHINERY STARTED ON
THURSDAY NIGHT.
The People Now Assured of Good Ice
at a Reasonable Price.
On Thursday night the last tep WHP
ecrewed on and made airtight anti the
machine started which is destined to
revolutionize the ice business in this city.
'rite great machine Wall started, the
pipes charged,' and the freezing
petit coursing through the wetly veins
arid arteries of the eyatetti. A great
deal of titre and money has been spent
in perfecting the arrangemetito, minty
worries and vexistimis have been ex-
lierirticed, hut pluck, energy mid cash
have overcome every obstacle. A NEw
ERA reporter Was up Friday evening to
interview Mr. Sholl, the expert ma-
eliinist who has haul charge of the work,
and in a long conversation, lie explained
the mysteries in a very satiatactory
manner. In substance lie spoke as fol-
lows to the reporter.
The capacity of the plant furnished
the Ellie Ice Company is, nominally,
ten tons of clear, crystal ice each day.
Tide product may be somewhat increased
by running the mechinery at its maxi-
mum capacity. 'rite ice is made from
pure diotilled water, which is entirely.
free front any orgasmic or toreign matter
and tasteless. This distilled water, of
course, contains no germs and cannot
produce any of the diseases generally
with good reasons laid to use of and at-
tributed to natural ice collected from
lake'', rivers, ponds, etc. Pliyalciatis
and chentlete who have anyalized natur-
al ice have found much to the surprise
of throe who acre firm belivers in the
pstpular error that "freezing purified
water," the ice teeming w ith
organiatu-such ha Microbes, lee worms,
parasites, and strange disease germs to
a hick have been traced the cause of
the dreadful scourage, diphtheria, scar-
let and typhoid fevers, and in the light
of these discoveries physicians have
come to recommend to their patieete
and insist on the free use of artificial
ice, made from dietilled water, the
process which the water undergoes dur-
ing distillation effectually distroying
these pests!, and insiduoue dietroyers of
health and lite.
I prefer the term "manufactured
ice" instead of "artificial ice:" front the
latter one would infer that lee was made
contrary to natural laws, which is not
the case in any sense, for It is only
by the strict observance and exact carry-
ing out of the inexorable laws of nature
that we can make ice at all, and the
nearer we approach the methods em-
ployed by our Creator the greater our
success and economy of production.
As your people will soon become fa-
milliar by actual use of the excellent ice
manufactured by the Edit Ice Company
they will be all the more curious to
know how it Is made.
Without going 'into technical details
I will give you a practical insight into
one of the Frick company's model ice
factories, such as the Ellis Company
have been enterpriaitig enough to estab-
lish In your midst, and I further ex-
press the hope that you will esteem the
great boon they have, without regard
to expense, placed at your itervice, and
that its capacity may be taxed to the
utmost to supply your demand for a
good wholeecnne article, Which In your
warm climate can be considered from
the health giving point of view, not a
luxury, but a necessity.
Mr. Sholl then took the reporter over
the entire building, exhibiting and ex-
plaining everything. The first thing
that attracted our attention not only by
its initnenee size and weigh', but also
from its importance, io the ice machine.To those that are old halide at time busi-
ness, such as the genial en-
gineer for Frick Company, Mr. Frank
Sholl and hie &militant, Mr. Frank
Webb, who are ever ready to impart
any reationable information in response
to questions asked them by the curious,
it is a matter of much minim-meld to
hear the ladies (not always ladies,either,
by the 'Ali) after scanning
critically the machine. "Why-, I don't
see any lee coming out of the machine,
and I have been watching it long
enough to see it make a half dozen
cakes; can't be working pint right. I'll
have to come again."
'1 he Ness- ERA man havisg some curl-
oeity himself, asked Mr. Shod to show
him some iee. Stepping upon the plat.
form he lifted lid after lid of the ice
tanks gaud disclosed can after can of
water in process of freezing, and for the
edification of the reporter lifted one of
the cans front its sung but rether zero-
like testing place in the cotul bath of
fret zing fluid by whieh it was surroued-
ed. There was a con meek ot white
non-rusting metal in whieN frozen solid
was a cake of ice. Idr. Shull immersed
this for a moment in a email tank filled
with water slightly heated and which
thawed the surface of the cake, thereby
releasing the ice from lot mould and out
slipped a block of line clear ice about 30
inches long and nine inches thick arid
fifteen inches wide. When the factory
is in full operation eight to ten of these
cakes are drawn every hour of the day
and night, as the process of manufacture
to be efficient and economical must lie a
continuops one.
How this Ice is made and what t.isti-
'section the machine over yonder had to
do with It war now the leading mystere
and the question wait asked, to be 1111-
)ov/erect brittly. The machine is used to
manufacture a gas known a* alai) circus
amnionia. Anhydrous, by the way,
means dry, or more exactly, without
water. Strictly speakitig, the machine
does not manufacture a gas, but converts
the gaseous aintnonia, after It haa passed
through the pipes in the freezing tanks,
taking up thereby the heat from the
water iuipriaoited ill the ice moulds to
such an extent that the water is frozen
into a liquid again with the further as-
sistance of an apparattls situated on the
roof of the building, the liquid aliII11011ill
thus formed passing into the ice tatik
without corning in contact with the
water frozen, doing its work of coligela-
dolt and thence back to the. machirie,
the same ammonia being need over and
over again, day in and day out, so long
as the machine continues its operation
The apparatus for distilling the a titer
is also placed on the roof and id 110L the
least important part of the machine-y,
with its filtering purifying, cooling,
sweetening arid atorage system.
'Fbe builders of this machinery, Frick
Company, of Wayneetroro, l's., are
among the most succemful In the field
and among the many plants they are
erecting we notice one of 100-ton capaci-
ty for the Consumers lee Coaipany of
New Orleans, La., the largest factory
in the world. The Frick Company
with its seven acres of shops and S00
skilled mechanics are the best equipped
works of the kind in the United States.
l'inler this eyatent lee can be manu-
factured very cheap-much cheaper
than: one would suppose. Heretofore,
our people have had to pay a high price
for this luxury, or necessity as it may
be, but now we will be able to have it
much cheaper. As Mr. Ellis will have
a large patronage, lie can afford atid it
is our understanding :liat lie will retail
ice at the rate of 50cts., per hundred,
and perhape even much eheaper, and
wholesale it at a still lower figure.
lido will enable every one to use it tool
doubtless give him a big trade.
%Vito (idiotism was tined $5.00 and
cost before Judge Brasher, Wednesday,
for itesaulthig Max Meyer with a buggy
whip. Griseatii claimed that Myer was
indebted to him in the sum of $1.15
balance on a hog which he had sold to
Meyer several years ago. bleyer's rer
fusel to pay the atliOlint led to the difti-
,culty.
LOCAL NEWS.
The chain gang IS now doleg pod
work for the county.
Mrs. A. F. Chrietian, who ilikel been
confined to her roons for POMP time past,
is convaleacent.
The Universislists have purchased a
desirable lot ou north Maiii street anti
will soon begin the eres.tion of a eultable
tiouee of a orship.
Clarkovilie has organized a military
company. We suppose their hitentio»
is to gave the city froin the ravages of
cult-worm@ and cattle.
A large delegation from this city at-
tended the dialrIct Sunday-school con-
vent'  ol the Christian church at Mad-
isonville, Wethieethey.
'the Creoent Milling Company is plae•-
ing a large tire proof vault and safe in
their new filer, which they expect to
complete in a few weeks.
The little folks of the city will have a
dance at the rink Friday night. Ex-
tensive preparation, are being made for
the affair and a general good time is
expected.
Four mules hitched to a wagon ran
away on 'remit street, near 3lain, Tues-
day. Some exeitement but no damage
Was the result. The team belonged to
R. li. McGaughey.
Examinations are in progress let all of
the schools and in a few days the little
urchias who have for so long with book
and slate "crept unwillingly to school,"
a ill be set at liberty.
The plan for the new academy at
Clarksvillt. has been completed and the
contract for its erection w 111 be awarded
during the present week. It is expected
that it aid be ready for use by Septem-
ber.
Messrs. Cooper it Canaler, the en-
terprising young livery men, have fitted
up an elegant parlor for the aecommo-
dation of their lady etistomers. The
cozy little room lets been provided with
every convenience.
County Attorney Jno. W. Payne hate
had three warrants issued against Alex
Woodeon, of Crofton, for violating the
prohibition law. Wcxxisoti has not yet
beets arrested but is supposed to be iti
the neighborhood,
As -ro P•PER 'sacs-We handle exclu-
sively the only double square bottom
bag in the Market and we sell them at
50 per cent off the list for the "regulars"
arid 40 per cent for the "extra heavys."
If you can beat that, don't Collie $0 see
us for bags.
Mr. Alex Davenport secured the mail
contract on the route from here to Mac-
edonie and has re-let it to Mr. J. E.
Grant, who will carry the mail. It gets
here about 11 o'clock, Tuesdays and
Fridays, anti leaves about 1 o'clock on
return trips.
Sunday morning Jas. Cooper noticed
a large brindle dog in front of his stable
which was evidently rabid. It was
rolling over in convulsions and foaming
at the mouth. Jim picked up a stick
mei struck the animal a blow over the
head, killing it.
Louis 'rrice, the colored work house
prisoner who broke his chains anti es-
raped Saturday evening, reterned
day morning of lila own free will, and
went before the police judge and paid
ilia fines, $14.25. Ile wise deed for dis-
orderly conduct.
A. M . Lamb was arrested Wednesday
by Chief Biggerotaff, on a a-arrant
litss omit out by J no. Chappel, charg
leg Land; with assaulting itith on Sun-
day, May 27th. Lamb gave bond for
his appearance before the city court to-
day at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kelly, 85 years of age,
a woman who was universally loved and
respected ilk tier speighboripood, died at
the residence of her son-in-law, J. R.
Davis, near Kelly's station, Sunday
night. She was buried Tueaday at ti e
fant ily grave-) aril.
The NEVI' ERA force is indebted to
Mr. 3. .11. Galbreath for eome of the
twst ice cream It WKS ever their fortnue
toe; joy. It the lovers of that article
only knew the exeellent quality kept
by that gentleman they would keep him
busy making it all the summer.
Livy Buckner has been offered $300,
for his tine young trotter, Bachelor.
It is needless to say he refused the offer.
The horse is a beautiful blood bayous/id-
nig sixteen hands high, and has trotted
a mile in 2:36 after ten weeks' handling
Ile is a very protnising colt an 1 has
been entered for several races.
Hon. Walter Evane,who was to
deliver the memorial address at Crofton
yesterday, was unable to be there owing
to sicknese in his family. The unarm-
script, hos ever, was forwarded to Cul.
Clark, of thia city, who read it to the
innuenee audience in an eloquent Mall-
tier.
The Clarksville Tobaceo Leaf says
that "President Shelton, of the street
railway and steam laundry companies,
returned from Naaliville Friday decked
out in a silk hat and a rawhide watch-
chain." Mr. Shelton ought to be
ashamed of himself; even Adam had
that grace.
intereating agreement was made
Montle). afternoon between two gentle-
men of title clty. Gordon lietiberry
says If Ise don't get flat Republitum votes
in the county he will move out of It,
and 'Squire Tinsley says if he does lie
(Tineley ) will support hitn next term
for miteriff.
'the Senday law in Bowling Green
ha% prove a sledded failure. says the
Democrat. A number of the druggist*
kept open houses Sunday and of course
did a good business In their line. This
was considered a great outrage by the
city authorities, and three of the offend-
ere were arrested and ordered to eotne
betore the police judge for trial. How-
ever, they didn't go. His exeellency,
the mayor, has auspended hostilities
until after the convention at St. Louis.
Mat Indite accomplielied -colored
1113,11 .of Crofton, gave a free concert
alonday evening in front of the court-
hotioe door. Ile imitated successfully a
pea fowl, dove, chicken, etc., to the de-
light of a large andienve of distinguished
inen. Pretty moon 41111 Ilawkes ap-
peared 111.011 the ecene and gave selec-
tions from a tree frog, a puppy, and va-
rious other aniniala and insecta. 'flpe ri-
val itititatora at the concluaion of the
concert walked off together to trade se-
crets and admire each other.
Tosday Is . the first of J sine.
The salesmen have faithfully attended
to their duties through long monthe and
have been found at their posts earnestly
looking to the interests of their employ-
ere from 6 to 9 o'clock eaeh day. They
have merited a few hours of recreation
and they should have its The life of a
salesman Is not an emy lire by any
means. No occupation is so confining.
No occupation has fewer privilegeo.
No clam of laborers have the eame ree-
poneibility. No claas of laborees ask
for lees at the halide of their employers.
The mechanic is free to go to his family
when the whistle blows. Ile can drop
him hammer and take up his paper. Ile
Cali retire at all early hour allti awake
the next morning feelizig vigorous. and
refreshed, butt the weary saleaman has
no time to read, no time to rest. It is
with him the same unceasing inonoto-
nowt existence from week to week with
no variation. The business men of
Hopkinsville are never behind in acts
of humanity and kindness. :t is cus-
tomary in other placer) for merchants to
close their houaes at an early hour dur-
ing the summer nionthe that their em-
ployee' may enjoy a little recreation.
The NEW Etta feels assured that the
merchants of Hopkinsville will do like-
wise.
The Ellis Ice Company have had
three new wagons made to deliver ice.
Strawberries are in such demand that
local dealers find it almost impossible to
supply all of their customers.
Publication is made in tido lesue of the
dates and places addressee will be made
by tile candidates for the county offices.
There was over eight hundred feet of
water in the gas well this week and sev-
eral days have been constituted in pump-
ing it out.
The wheat crop bas developed won-
derfully. '1he yield will be up to aver-
age ill Ulla county. The harvest will
be a little late.
A white man with broken nose and
a tall, slick-Itmking negro have been tre
quently notieed of late examining the
tesitiences on Maple street, between
Clay and V irgiela. It is thought that
they are the same parties who have at-
tempted burglary several times recent-
ly. The police are on the lookout for
them.
Fairview Notes.
FAIRV1KW, Kr., May 30.-M iss M attie
Chiles, ofilreutoti, is the kneeing of Mrs.
Ada Layne.
Roes A. Rogers, of your city, wee in
town Monday.
Miss Mamie D. Tandy is visiting her
brother and ilia family in Glasgow, this
week. Miss Tandy is one of oar most
popular belles ansl it is to be hoped she
will favor us with a speedy return.
Mr. Ed Ware is repairing and im-
proving his town residence.
Repairing seems to be the order of the
day here and our town is beitig wonder-
fully improved by It.
We understand that Mr.ilenry Layne,
formerly of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Company, has decidad to locate
permanently with us.
Mr. Al. C. Layne has been Melt, but is
improving now.
Dr. John D. Clardy, of South Chris-
[Ian, delivered an addrea to the agricul-
turiets of this place, in the interest of
the grange usoveusent. His ultimate
object seems to be to institute a branch
of that organization here. lie made an
excellent epeecii, but the farmers of
Todd and Christian want rain worse
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COUNTRY PRODUCS.
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lloos-itecelpts light, and the market remains active on all good quallties. Prospe...tasteady fur the next few days.
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LIVE STOCK.
Cattle-GoOd to extra shipping. 1,400
to 1,400 pound' . . . $4 40 to 4 OSLight shippteg, 1,100 to 1,400
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Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.




Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curerthe world has ever known.




1,000 Chamber Sets, 10 Pieces, from $2.75 to $ 75.00500 Tea 44 " " 3.00 to 50.00500 Dinner " 100 " .` 7.50 to 500.00
Do not lose your chance but come at once or enter by mail jper-FsanslaetIon guaranteed.
D. 8. HENDRICK. & CO.. 221 N. CHERRY $T.
Garner's x City:-:Pharm cy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the largest arP1 Most elegant edifices In the city ,-
New and Complete In All Its Departments.
IL R. (ismer. of Unsold Arm of Olsh & (tamer, who tor many years Id Lim leading drug trade I.Weimer. K etitucky, having purchased Dr. tilsh's interest, hi now sole proprietor of the Of at holm*. Rewill oar all hie experience and ability' to Increase, pusaible, the high reputation of lb* old firm fur fal.dealing, etitupeteuev aud reliability, by keeping
Pure Fresh Drug and Medicine
And Mock of the best quality In all departments of the trade, at the lowest prices. Drugs, Paints andLOIN kind, including s H ICHW INaWl LIA A MS' l'KLELtitATKU PAINTS, Pa4nt MedicinesSire beet aod most popular in stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
bluntest-hired to order In any quantity A sure aud safe remedy. how', Novelties and liondaytioods • stwirlaity.
Proscriptions Carefully Compomied
----A L any hour of the I ay or Night. by--





Stoves, Tilly/are, GlEssware Cllilla, Goods
Cutlery-, 1-.1a,=.1oe,
Roofing Gnitering and Outside Work.
Repairing Neatly and. auptly Done. We are the only parties ts town who make all kinds-
oalvarome Iron Work.
1,Te. 9 E. filth troot. 2Contv.cicy
THE OLD RELIABLE
M. Frankel & Sons,
Elmin Nits,"
Have just opened their second purchase of
SPRINC CLOTHING,
consisting of fine tailor made suits in Wor-
steds and Cheviotts, English and Scotch
in all the latest style of elegant Iltting,
3 and 4-Buttm Cutaways, Single





is cut and made by the latest improved meth-ods, and they are guaranteed to fit as wellas if made by any tailor. We have also




Fine Pongee Silk Coats and Vests,
FINE WORSTED COATS and VESTS,
FINE SERGE COATS and VESTS,
FINE DRABDETTE FROCK and SACK,
FINE FANCY FLANNELS.
FINE BLACK ALPACAS in Frock and Sack.
The Largest Stock of
White Linen, Corded Pique $ Linen Vests
Ever seen.
Our line of Summer Goods is too well known to
need much talk. They are the best fitting
goods on the market, and we have all
sizes, for tall and slim, short and
stout; running in sizes for men
from 34 to 52.
The Largest Stock of
Summer Underwear
in the city at prices that defy legitmate compe-
tition.
New Neckwear
for Summer, just received.
ElegailiFlanol Shirts aild Wilidsor Ties.
The Largest Stock of
Fur, Wool and Straw Hats,
and an elegant line of
3HEATIES,
lat.' style, from $1.50 up
As an inducement to our patrons and friends,
we will give to every purchaser, for cash,
of a $15.00 suit of clothes, from this
date, an elegant
Nickel Alarm Clock
Remember, we make no extra charge for this,
but merely to show our appreciation of the
elegant trade we are having in our Clothing
department. 4
Respectful] y,
M. Frankel & Son,
-iolulipeo Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
May 1, 1888.
M. N=7....1801\T dr CC,
TOBACCO AND GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Hopkinsvil I e Warehouse, I Ith and:R. R. Sts.
1111•pkisitivIlle, K y. Koons, and atable• t•r Eirlves• and Teams
slittast484.4.1 *tin lots Ittlitillibieresto Ave &Mars in • Rubber Coot, and
at his first half hour. experience In
• st-rese finds le hie son,  that it talanliy a better protteriesi than •
folk, netting, not any feels ebegrined
•t being mu badly taken in, nut also
timis If be does ms look exactly Ms
Ast tor iha-"rims
it...n.4 Asa* the rum sa.tioa. send for desert v. ea
A ftlteltelliteltthol son**(nut lityie) • garment that will
kim dry le the herds& Mori In
called TOWEk'S FISH BRAND
"SLICILL111," a male familiar to every
Cow Soy so oVer the land. With thms
Use atilt peer& ir Ind and W=sof
Oat is ••Tosirer's Irish Bread 
met tali,. nu 14 r. If your storekeeper
A. J . 1 Ala !•••.. Bataan, Mass.
T. C. HANBERY
SHIVER
Miami:kb 4et citic Ix cz•zwe
1=5=01='1..,=S 7.7.7.,&.1=E=1-1077S=
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The date with your
• name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
Some anb fOctstg.
Ed Stokes, of Clacinnati, wail. the city 
Mon •
day.
Mien Lizzie Cox is visiting Mi.. Mate 
Hick-
man.
Tom Barker, of Oak Grove, was in the 
city
Monday.
Mrs. Dan W hdtaker. of Cully, greet Tu
esday
*a the city.
. Moo Bernie Jones, of Cadiz, id visit
ing Mrs.
Tom Josses.
Capt. W. T. Ellis, of Ovrei shoro, was 
in the
city Tuesday.
Him Bammie White. of St. Julian, scent 
Fn.
oay La the city.
Mrs White. of Cerulean Springs. spent 
Moe-
• am in the city.
Jenne Evans, of Howell, wait town to 
bunt-
res Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Wood, of Howell, were 
In
the city Saturday
Mrs. Elgin. of the Fairview section. was in
the city Saturday.
Miss Mettle Hopkins, of Pembroke, wan 
in
the City Tneeday
MM. I. P. Campbell has returned from a 
vie •
iii. Sasses City.
IIPs JO*. HrClifiti.1 has gene to Head
ers..
to P.11 hef
el 01. Lewis, WM is the rity nil
bassos Varela p
MN Ow Miami el MON ntel
is Ow Mr Misr,
Ilev• Fmk Perty WORM* frame a este le
Tease, 'relay loam.
lama* ,.itil.psd ois Blares Prairies
ja Om city Friday.
Jita. Lobelia sad lady. of Mo.Lgomlrl. 
Ky
wove in the ally Friday.
Mrs lor Meteorite/de, of Elktan, is 
visiting,
Mrs. R. B. lacileyaelids.
Mt.. Mary Clark, of Lexington. is the 
guest
of Moe Mary McPherson.
Mrs. W. Gooses: is visiting her mother, 
Mrs.
McNeel. in Bowling Green.
Mn Clark and daughter. of Lexingto
n, are
•isitieg Mies Lacy Whites*
Elder IE L. Powell returned to his home 
in
Louisville Saturday morning.
Mrs. Dr. Lacky, of the Sinking Fork seig
hbor-
hood, spent Saturday in the city
Mrs. King sad daughter, Mien Ames, of Gar
reitshurg, were in the city Tuesday.
Mrs. James IL Jesup and Mrs. Frank M
onroe
recanted from Clarksville Monday.
Jack Holland.* Madisounlle, was in 
the
city S .day on a visit to Capt. Beard.
W. B. Long, of Croftoa, an enthusiastic 
old
Democrat, spent Wednesday in the eity.
Joke W. Payee and R. W. Henry spent 
Tues-
day M Crofton on profeational business.
Metcalfe Anderson and Ben Boyd, of Ho
well,
were is the city on business Wednesday.
Mrs. Carter and daughter. Miss Laura, of
Bennettmowa. 'Dent Tuesday in the 
city.
Mimes LIzzle Morrison and Bettie Hooker of
:Minton*, are raiding Mn. Mimesis Long.
Mrs. Wooten and daughter, Mies Marv, of
South Christian. spent Monday is the ci
ty.
Mrs John Feland. Jr., returned Tuesday
night frost a vied to relatives in Louisville.
Mrs. J. 0. Cooper, of this city, left Friday on
a • Mit et friends and relatives at Nashville.
' Dr. Will Christian. of Fayetteville, 
Tenn . is
the guest of hie brother Dr. B. E. Christian.
Mrs. Dr Sergeant, Mrs. Dr. Young and Mule
Bettie Goya& west to Madisonville Wednesda
y.
Mrs K. MI McFadden, of Paducah. is not-
ing ha• family of Dr. Woosley, near the cit
y
MUM Waal McCarty. of Cadiz, loured
through the city.. route to NedivIlle, Woodsy.
Muisms:Willte and Belle Smith. of the Pem-
broke neighborhood, were in the city Tuesday
- Mies Jennie Glass, who has been visi
ting Mrs
Joe Galit, Jr.. returned to Owensboro Thurs-
day
Mimes Lizzle and Naomi Joneo, Alice and
Kolas Casoon, of Pembroke, were in the city
Monday
Mrs. Theo Young and daughter, Elias
Sera, of Beeisettstown, were shopping in the
city Tuesday.
elartmille Democrat: Mrs. Jesup, of Hop-
'Unsettle, win the city. visiting her daughter,
Mrs. K. W. Boss*
atm T. K. Tories paeeed throagh the city.
Tuesday... reale to her home in Cadiz from a
vied to Beesellville.
Mrs. H. W. Tibbs has recanted from a visit to
relatives In Tennessee. Her sister, His Hosts.
toe, ieroispanied her home.
Mrs. Dr. F. M. Gray, of North Platte. Neb.,
Is. Me city on a visit to her aunt, Mrs. Ellen
Gamer, corner Sixth and Clay.
J. C Cooper. a prominest young merchant of
Lafayette. pained through the city Teasley
from Nashville, where he hail been visiting rel-
atives
W. J Witkers, K B. Wither*. Dr. B. S.
Wood, B. H. Holland, J. E 4. Mhos and P.M.
McNamee attended Mai. Brown's sale at Spring
Hill, Tenn , Wedemilay
Clarksville Tobacco-Leaf: Hesdamos II. I.
Beech. L.. J. Wood. T. it Hancock. W. J. Ely
and Tlompoos, went over to Hoptinieville
Thursday to spend the day with Mrs. J D.
Unwell.
Clarksville Tobacco Leaf: Dr Wheeler and
John MD*, of HopkineviDe. were In the city
Saturday Miss Pau.ine Crumbaugh. of
Hopkiasville, is visitng Mrs T. L. Herne
Miss Thee, of Hopk duo iile. is :Adding Miss
Lacy Clark.
J. T. Horatian. of Louisville, general maaager
of the Louisville and Nashville railroad, was
in town Friday, .on a general trip of inspection
over the road. He expresses himself aa wen-
t' pleased with the condition of matters here,
 and
left Friday morning fur Guthrie.
Xarriage License.
WHITE.
Jesse Ratcliff to Felicia Anderson.
COLORED.
Wm. Dickniaon to Ellen lierri-
weather.
Thos. Tuck to Ella Wallace.
Isaac Wallace to Kate Lindsay.
• Albert Cavanaugh to Lillie McNeil.
Louis Ewlyer to Hannah Torten.
Ni.. Baelutaaa's Death.
Miss Sallie Buchanan, daughter of
Mr. A. H. Buchanan, died about 4
o'clock Wednesday morning,at her home
on South Main street. She had been
in delicate health for several months
and III for about three weeks, during
which time site was a great sufferer.
She wse a member of the Baptist
elfurcli and an intelligent, refined and
lovable young lady. ehe bore with re-
markable patience and fortitude her
severe suffering and was fully prepared
when the summons catne. Just bloom-
ing Into womanhood, with loving rela-
tives and friends arotrnd her and the
many pleasures of youthful hope and
life before her, her death seems par-
ticularly sad to those who are left to
mourn her loss.
Funeral servioes were conducted by
Rev. J. 14. Prestridge at the residence
yesterday morning, at 10 o'clock.
Winfree.Anderses P male.
The contested election cue of W. P.
Winfree vs. A 11. Anderson, which
will justly be called "celebrated" for all
time to come in local history, was final-
ly disposed of in the uomnaon pleas
sport, Thursday. When the cause wet&
sailed a dlamissel was salted for by the
plaintiff's attorneys and It soon beoame
known that a compromise bad been af-
fected. Mr. Anderson is to retain
$450 of the $1,004 70 colleoted,whIch em-
braces the pro rata of the {SOO salary
and the fees up to the time the appeal
was taken. Judge Winfree gets 4554.70
and outs in a judgment and the uncol-
lected fee-bills amounting to about
$200.
Thus ends the case and everybody is
satisfied. It is to be hoped that the
Democratic majority next time will be
enlarge that our Republican friends will
sot be troubled to make a tight for the
chicken pie upon which they have
hasted and grown fat for so long.
employment with Forbes &
taken charge of Dr. Wheeler's
with erysipelas,
Reim. Wooldridge has Won it phew
as °lurk with J. F. Pyle, the grocer.
The authorities are having guttering
put In on Ninth street, west of Malls.
There is a tine new girl baby at Mr.
W. E Coombe'. She arrived Thursday.
The young men of Clarksville have
organized a military company with over
fifty members.
Prof. J. W. Rust has accepted the po-
sition of corresponding editor of the
Western Recorder at Louisville.
Mr. T. S. Winfree has given up hie
Bro , and
farm.
Teu eows with young calves
grade and full blood Jerseys.
W. W. WARE.
The street railway company of Hen-
derson has leased a large field near
Held's Park, in that city, for a period of
three years and will eunvert it into a
base ball park.
A steam laundry will be started in
Hopkinsville at an early date. Parties
are negotiating for the machinery and
outfit. It will be a paying limitation
from the beginning.
Quite a crowd of citizens
city attended the ceremonies at Little
River Baptist church of the fiftieth an-
niversary of the ministerial labors of
Rev. A. W. Meacham.
At the election of officers of the Young
People's Society of the Christian church
for the month of Jane, Miss Annie
Tandy was made preatOent and Otho
Lander vice-president. `a,
Louie Trice, one of the prisoners in
the chain gang, broke his chain,
Saturday, while out at work, /MI es-
caped. When caught his penalty will
be increased just ten-fold.
Capt. Townes says he expects the
Chicago et Gulf men here the last of this
or the bat of next Wreak and that they
will tell out people tottitilltill *firth
11110h11111 to liawlhurise
XlhWa liftlifeatil II lIa*$4IIIIIIIIOIP
were Minim people At tint ilopkinoville
depot Sunday to see the vireos, ttreat
Mow! do Trigg and Christian both at.
tend church in Hopkinsviliel
Miss Bettie English, of Stevensport,
Ky., a former graduate of Bethel Fe-
male College, this city, will be married
in Louisville, to-day, to Mr. Frank La-
cy, of this county. They ttill conic at
once to Hopkineville.
If the parties who bought watch
chains on the street Thursday, will
bring the chains to this office-those
with knotted chains especially-they
will learn something to their advantage.
"Hold up your chains !"
Cadiz Telephone; Mrs. Jas. Pendle-
ton died last week, after a long illness,
at the residence of her husband, near
Montgomery. The disease that caused
her death Was consumption. She will
be long mourned and greatly missed by
her family and a large circle of friends.
for sale-
from this
Louis Trice, one of the workhouse
gang, refused to wear a ball and chain
Thursday morning when the manager
started out with him to work. A little
persuasion from Manager Brown and
'Squire Tinsley convinced him of the
error of his ways and he put on the
chain.
W‘cel & MeManney have leased the
driving park, and as there are some
twelve or fourteen horses there in train-
ing all the time, will give a sort of mati-
nee every month or six weeks, to con-
sist of a mile race and two trotting races.
The first &these will come off Saturday,
Juner9th.
Lies, Buckner made it rather hot for
some of the colored brethren who were
loafing around the yard of his residence
on Maple street, Thursday night. As
they would not answer when spoken to
or tell what they wanted he started af-
ter them. Several shots In their direc-
tion made them jump the fence and
"hoof'' it down the street in great style.
Col. Townes has a letter from Presi-
dent Couter of the C. H. it S railroad in
which that gentleman says that lie hopes
to be through this section shortly to look
into the situation with a view to imme-
diate business. The Colonel is satisfied
that something will shortly be offered
by his company that our people may be
able to lay hold of promptly and profit-
ably.
Harrison Garner, a colored ministei
of the Gospel, aiiil Edmund Waller a
negro who is wanted here for grand
larceny, were arrested Thursday night
by deputy sheriffs Kalil and Hopkins,
near Henderson, on a charge of house-
breaking. They are said to belong to a
gang of thieves who have recently been
robbing smoke-houses, hen-roosts, etc.,
in that locality.
Cadiz Telephone: Mrs. James Han-
cock, living in the Long Hollow dis-
trict, was bitten by a dog supposed to
have been afflicted with rabies last
Tuesday. A messenger was sent to Ca-
diz for a mad stone. The dog was killed,
however, not until it had bitten several
other dogs, which have been fastened
up to await and see If they should go
mad. The dog belougeol to the lady
that was bitten.
Thursday night the usual election of
officers of the Knights of Pythias was
held, which resulted as follows: I'. C.,
A. H. Clark; C. C., D. Ct. Wiley; V. C.,
Bally Waller; P., C. N. Kennedy; M.
at A., W. L. Thompson. A. D. Ro-
gers and J. K. Gant were elected as
representatives to the Grand Lodge,
which meets in Louisville next Septem-
ber. After the election the new officers
invited the lodge down to the straw-
berry festival, which was being held In
the UM building ta partake of refresh-
ments.
Judge Winfree has gotten hold of and
Is having manufactured ill this city one
of the most unique devices to prevent
the eecape of prisoners from the chain
gang yet been seen. it Is a slender bar
of Iron, tapering from the center and
each end bent down anti pointed. To
the side of this i(fastened a clasp which
Ifni around the ankle and is locked.
The whole thing does not weigh over
two pounds. Should a prisoner attempt
to run, lie would fall all over himself In
less than fifty feet, besides pricking
himself with the prongs. The con-
trivance Is very simple and not at all
in the way if the wearer is not in a hur-
ry. A man will never try to run but
once with this thing on hie ankle.
If the Light Guards can't win a prize
they can put up one of the best exhIbis
tion drills of toy company in Nashville.
Their drill has been so good all along
that many considered their- chances
good for second money, and the boys
themselves felt sure of third. Rut an
exhibition drill and a competitive drill
ere two different things. One of the
rules laid down was that no company
or captain should see the program till
Just one topur before going on the field,
and further, should not even witness the
drill of another company in the same
line. When the program was given out
It was found to be a stunner; it was full
of catches and calculated to knock-out
even the old companies. The Light
Guards tackled It, and it laid 'ern out
beautifully. Some parts of the program
they carried out excellently, but on
others they did not do so well. On the
whole their drill was superior to some
other companies there, arid they will
not stand foot. With a little practice
they will be able to compete with the
crack organizations. Tfley were re-
quested by the judges to give an exhibi-
tion drill yesterday, which we pretume
they did.
Wendt Cocuetut.. (Jo to A. U. Bush f
or boota and shoes
anti save money,
"Dille" Wilson le confined to his boil °roll vrowils 
wItness s'yo'rY 11111111 the
Inn allow given by Wyoming lentil(
and 1(.01, 'Choy also btiy the tietaiit
medicines offered for pale by them.
Messrs. W. 11. and C, 'E. Mason leave
sreureki the Orange rontract for twine
for the self-bindliig harvesting inaohliies
this season. They expect to furnish the
Grangers about 30,000 lbs. of twine.
Hardly a day passes that the pollee do
not pull some one who lune heretofore
made certain localities in tide city plates
to be avoided by people who do not
care to hear foul and offensive language.
May the good work go on.
The Blumenstiel Carriage Company
has lust completed tor T. J. Johnson,
the leading liveryman of Princeton, one
of the handeomest hacke ever seen in
Hopkinsville. The work is honest and
substantial arid the finish neat anti at-
tractive.
On Sato •day, June 2il, at. the George-
town cemetery, there will be unveiled a
Confederate monument erected under
the auspices of the Ladies' Confederate
Monumental Association of Scott coun-
ty. lion W. C. P. Breckenridge is
billed for an adil:ese.
A gentleman just arrived states that
there is much complaint in Clarksville
because the cut worms have so com-
pletely destroyed the grass and every-
thing else green on the streets that the
cattle can no longer pick up a living
It is a wonder the natives escaped.
Eld. W. B. 'faylor, of Henderson,
Ky., will deliver the commencement
sermon to the students of South Ken-
tucky- College at the Christian church,
Sunday evening, June 3rd. The friends
of the institution and the public gener-
ally are cordially invited to be present.
l'he strawberry festival given on Fri-
day night by the Young Ladies Society
or the Ninth street Presbyterian church
was a succeas in every way. The crowd
Was large and congenial, the waitresses
charming and obliging, and the weather
all that multi be deelreil, The summit
rcallgeel, clear of all olitielises, Will $110.
All unknown 1111111 4 fitted
IOW, irstitip, nitil f1111 NVPII nod instantly
killed at Le 'Wale, Millit1141 ilitlfillog, by
the south bound plIn*Oliglif trolilit the
was walking leisurely *iin4t1 of the 11'011
and did itot hear the Whistle Of reellso
the danger until too late. Ills rentable
were burled at Guthrie, near the scene
of the accident.
The protracted tuseting recently
closed at the Christian church was pro-
ductive of much good. The services
were well attended, persons very fre-
quently being turned away from the
door for lack of room. Such interest on
the part of the general public is seldom
manifested as in these meetings. There
were ten additions to the church.
W. H. Smiley, a highly respected col-
ored teacher, died Sunday afternoon at
his home in the western suburbs of the
city. He had been confined to hie room
for several months with consumption.
lie Was about thirty five years of age
and had been teaching for a number of
years, discharging the arduous duties
with credit. lie owned considerable
property in the city.
Our delegate to the St. Louis conven
tion has been written to by the St. Louis
papers for his photograph and views on
the tariff question, both for publication.
His views are very decided on the tariff,
but unfortunately for the papers he has
never had his picture taken.-lienders
son Journal. Then Bub has a double,
sure; for there is a picture in this city
wonderfully like him.
Not much attention was paid to dec-
oration day in this city, and only a few
of the graves were decora•ed. Col. Jas.
T. Buckner, of Louisville, wrote to
Squire Youeglove, equesting him to
see to the decoration of the graves of
Lieut. W. T. Buckner and Gen. James
Jackson. His request was complied
with by the squire and his son, George
Younglove, who e,overed the graves
with beautiful flowers.
John Yocum, who recently eecaped
from the asylum here, has been heated
near Oweneboro and a telegram sent to
the authorities at the asylum asking if
he was wanted. Of course lie is, and
will doubtless soon be back within the
confines. He is a very dangerous pa-
tient, being very ugly when aroused.
He escaped by nianufacturing a skeleton
key out of a wire, and unlocking the
door.
Princeton Benner: There is a mys-
terious mystery, more promising and
more exasperating in the look, the walk,
talk and general appearance of the O. V.
people, just now. Evidently something
is about to happen. It may be a com-
bination with the St. L. L. 4 T. people ,
In which case it is pretty certain that
there will be an immediate extension
of the road south from this place. But
let us wait and see.
An amusing little incident comes from
Nashville. Recently the history class
in the academic department of Ward's
Seminary were reciting their lesson, in
which it was stated that Hon. Jefferson
Davis was captured during the war ar-
rayed in ladies' garb. They were made
indignant at this and refused to go any
further, and the class was dismissed.
They were given a ride on the dummy
to pacify them, and matters have been
going along smoothly since.
Paducah Standard thus compli-
ments a former citieen of this section,
Mr. Wheeler: "Mr. W. M. Smith, the
elector for the First diatriot, and his
able assistant, Mr. Chas. K. Wheeler,
will make some rousing Democratic
speeches during the coming camcaign.
Both are brilliant young men and just
entering the political career. They are
hard students, polished and eloquent
speakers, and in debate will be able to
meet the heat talent our friends, the
enemy, can tro'. out."
The grave of a Confederate soldier
was found in the southern portion of
this count'y tinder peculiar circum-
licences Several days since. 'I'. H. Bark-
er hail taken some hands into an old de-
caying graveyard, known as the Parson
Vaughn burial ground, to illj. a grave
for a lady, when In clearing away rub-
bish he found a grave with au i old stone
above It, on which was engraven the
name of W. E. Cunningham, of Tippet'
county, Missiseippl. Mr. Barker says
this soldier was wounded near here and
taken down to Mr. Isaac Garrott'e to be
nursed, where he died In Deceniber,
MI. His place of burial was forgotter
or his friends would long since have
had his remains removed tct his native
gtate.
Princeton Banner: The good people
of the Cobb neighborhood are a Class that
will stand no imposition or insult, as was
forcibly spoken last Thursday night.
For solute time past a force of railroad
hands have been at work In that section
-quartered in some dining cars, side-
tracked on the L. 4 N. road. They are
mostly negroes, and a few of them are
possessed of a degree of impudence and
moannese that no respectable commun-
ity will stand. Men anti women alike
were subjected to insult iu passing
along the road. On 'fitestlay night a
party of citiaene went to the cars and de-
manded that three of the gang come out
-or be brought out. All the hands
cante out with %Ando' up,' beet the three
who were wanted endeavored to escape
out a back window and down through
the woods. Shots were fired after them
-and all three of them were toutilied by
the leaden messengers, but not danger-
ously. They went on to Cerulean
Springs, where their wounds were
dressed, anti they have not returned.
It is hoped that this good riddance may
be lasting.
^it'440-
Goon Bic vemi for sale cheap. Apply
Toon. Ds tin,
The rain or !timidity morning will en.
aide 1110 farmer, to lini•li plailting to.
liVIVI:1:5, A111111 Wylie, Vilio has beell liv-
lug on Ninth street Judi below Main,
moved, Saturday, to Ittisrellville street.
Dr. Clerkly, master of the State Grange,
was over at Fairview, Saturday, for the
purpose of organizing a grange at that
place.
Joe' Taylor, t•olored, was tried Satur-
day, for beating his wife. Ile was fined
$20 and coot, which lie will settle b
pounding rock.
50 TEXAS HORSES FOR SALE.-1 wIl
sell at public auction, at Williamson
Poore livery stable, in Hopkinsville, oi
Monday, June 4th, 50 head of gooe
Team horses. Terms cash.
E. R. liev•w.
Wm. Torten, col., was arraigned Mon-
day before Erkel. Tinsley, charged with
breach of peace and carrying concealed
deadly weapons. lie was tined $30 for
the fornier offense and $15 for the latter.
A new trial was granted.
The Metcalfe Manufacturing 17o. will
ship this week one of their automatic
grip screws, for prizing tobacco, to
David it Co., Liverpool, England. The
order came through a New York house.
'flits screw is a patent of Charlie Met-
calfe.
The children of the Baptist Sunday
school who have no conveyance are re-
quested to be at the church at 812 o'clock
Saturday morning to be carried to the
picnic at Morrow's grove. Those pre-
paring hinch baskets please send them
to tile church by 10 o'clock.
Hart Caldwell, Mat Dunlop, Ed
Beach, Martin' Elder, I Guckert and
Dick Glenn, popular oung society
gentlemen of Clarksville, spent Sunday
in the city. The boys were well pleased
whim the capital of Christian. Indeed,
they found llopkinsvIlle so attractive
that each individual is likely to repeat
his Visit.
On the night or June 7th there will be
I nom meeting of theicillostio wider the
auspice.' Of the I Ittointatelal I I oh1 iit
PteVefel
etelielittre ffs4111;Other 0111111Sr 10011104*
thou' with addramie the meeting011015.
ipiestions of the realest linportatioe,
On the following evening the visitor*
will be entertallied by the ladies of Hop
kineville at the residence of Geo. 0.
Thump's:in.
Little Morris Benagli, who is visiting
Judge Winfree'd family. met with a
very painful accident Saturday evening
Ile was riding in a carriage with Judge
Winfree when the hem suddenly
turned a corner throwing the little fel-
ow to the street. The carriage wheel
passed over his body before the vehicle
could be stopped, breaking his left col-
arbone. The injury was promptly at-
tended to and lie will be all right in a
few days.
W. II. Radica,who came to this city
about eight months ago and opened a
mattress factory mei upholstering estab-
lishment, left Monday night for parts
unknown, taking his personal effects,
materials, tools, etc. The cause for this
strange step is not known. He had
been doing:reasonably well in ids-occu-
pation. His liabilities amounted to
almost nothing. Ile was a moral and
industrious man and attended closely to
tie business. His acquaintances can
find no reason for his eccentric move.
Clarksville Tob.- cso Leaf: Cattle
breeders will be interested in the Jersey
cattle sale of the aloutli Kentucky and
Teiniessee breeders, at Nashville next
Friday. Theieale is made up by drafts
from the berth& of Dr. IL T. Drane and
W. P. Johnson, this county ; S. W.
T aliaferro, Guthrie, Ky.; J. R. Dickin-
son and W. C Garth, Trenton, Ky.;
Geo. V. Green, Hopkinsville, Ky., and
W. B. Matthews, Franklin, Tenn., All
these gentlemen are tiret-tlase and
reliable breeders, and their herds rep-
reseut the most fashionably bred Jerseys'
in the oountry. Good tattle can be hail
at thie sale.
The South Kentucky Telephone Corns
pany is a fact. It has assumed a definite
shape. It has materialized. When first
projected there seemed but little possi-
bility of its ever becoming a reality, but
the indefatigable energy of Penny Tur-
ner has overcome every obstacle that
doubting Thomases threw in his way,
and the telephone is an immured success.
The wires have been ready for several
weeks, the switch board la standing in
the office and the Distrumenta are ex-
pected every day. They will be put up
Immediately upon arrival and in three
weeks at most, the businees men will en-
joy • convenience which theyn  caIll
aff irk' to be !without.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
ICE! ICE! ICE!
Are you reatiy ? Down it goes! Ice
00 lbs. and over 25 
'
e per 100 lbs.; SO to
100 lbs., 40c. per 100 lbs.; under 50 lbs.
50c. per 100 lb..
ELLIS ICE CO.
The R. G. Dunn AA 1 Cigar is clear
[feverish Filled. Sold (oily by
J. B. li•Lonv.• 1 H.
-
ArITENTION BRIDEGROOMS !1
and everybody else that want cheap
FURNITURE,
We are 110W selling furniture CHEAP-
ER than ever before known. We have
•ii stock some very fine Cherry Furni-
ture to whieti we would call especial at-
tention. We have just
Cut Down Our Prices!
to alinoot nothing. Just come in and
see us.
Undertaking a Specially !
Our stock Of Metallic and Wood Coffins
and Caskets is complete. GIVE US A
MAL.
1 14:11nA a M41711:1;
ieorge O. Thompson'a old stand, No. 10
Main Street.
Exquisite timings in G Fents urnishing













We have our own
and deliver at
hours. We deliver
oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate.
White Goods, Cream Goods, Tinted
Goode, Sombre Shatles, Combinations
etc., at Stiyer's Corner.
We strive to satisfy in all our sales.
Bassett A CO.
Smoke the R. G. Dunn AA 1 full
Havanna Filled Cigar. Sold by
J. B. (hutment.
Our stock of Artists Material is com-
plete. Tube Paint, Rrushee, Crayon
Piper, Tracfng Paper, Impreselon
Paper, etc. BUCKNER LEA YELL.
PREFERRED LOCALS
sea. 
'rho *serest of our etiverso-wei attract
trade tiy contracting prices,
Hasaett it Co.
-11•1
Buckner Leavell to the front
With the pleasing announcenient that
lie has Just received another large lot of
lientleouie Stationery, by far the largest
and most elegant ever brought to this
ruarket.
Forget your owu name but don't for-






















































Men's Straw Hats in endless variety.
The largest line of Childrens Straw Hate
this side of New York at Shyer's Corner.
For a good snookeary R. G. Dunn
AA 1. Sold by J. B. Ciasexermi.
Our line of Toilet Articles le simply
eliperb: Soaps from 50cts. per dozen to
75 cts. iSer calte-Pears'e, ',libelee Col-
gate's and other leading factories. Our
Perlumery Is misurpassed, an we niake
a specialty of this iiiie of goods-Lubln's
Extracts, Colgate's, Palmer's, Lorenge,
lainberg's arid others. Ladies are
especielly Invited to call and examine.
BUCKNER LEAVELL
I 'heap I I 'heap It owls III "That's
"ohm hue tillibay.bird. say," *f tefolle
referring to Itspiell it tip's. gi1041111
A tic titer new line of Ladles Fine Shoes
land Slipper* at Shyer's moiler.
"Come to the bower we've shaded for
you" at Bassett it Co's.
Rueching In endless variety Fan's















































































































They keep on coming-Goods and
Customers-at Bassett it Co's.
Gents who are fond of a fine Cigar,
would do well to try one of our Pap-
poose, Fanny Davenport, Patti Rosa,
Cuban Six or Old Time; they are all




"There's a light in the window for
















Department is still in
the irnmenee
p ew Stylish Shapes
complete lines ef Kib-
still on hand. It will







































































































































































ing and guttering a
Specialty. Call and ex-
amine goods and prices.
Mr. Thos. Heagerty





Granite and Marble Monuments!
Best Material & Workmanship
AT
BOTTOM FIGURES.
The First National Bank.
Treasury Department,
°nicest Comptroller of Ills Currenry,
Illarch lath, tow
Wit halite, by satisfertory evitienre 'ammo
to 
-
the Uedthilighte , It has Mote made in Ap-
petit that "The First filajlepal Heal, of Hop-
altoollirt" ii, the logil Hilinen lel the
toiiiNkt rhflitIlliti soil stair 11 Ara itrikt, has
011 the hiI.tlslnOs sir the slaihuiep
'If Ipse, Visited lisle., 19110ilfell litIs' ouumiupds
*1111 'whiff' NH Mogi/Moe 505,
tee laitereente• the WINN. tif 'me
thersefere JP•aa Ahraltines, ninon) still
**ono cimiptiollot et 90,tetlssreiry lila; ',Tim Flint "Rol PSIS, CO HOP
Ole, in iho loge of Hop laeyj 0, is the
riiiiaty t. hrlstisa, Atm of asideeky is
authorised to imminence the business or hang-
ing all PrnS1,10.1 l motion ally-one hundred
and unity niiie of the revised statutes of the
l'nitei nixie. la testininny whereof wither
my hand snit seal of °Mee this 15th der of
March. 18118 J. 11. ABRAHAMS.




We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell at a bargain. The purchaser to re-




on Elm street, east side.
Rented for this year.
FOR SALE
At a Bargain.
A brick cottage with
7 rooms, also a frame
cottage. Both build-
ings on the west side of
Elm street. They are
rented to prompt pay-
ing tenants for this
year.
For Rent.
4 cottages on South
Campbell street.
Fire and Tornado Ineurance written in
first-class Companies, and prompt at-
tention in case of logs.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
Us.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Ca!lis & Co.
Main Street. Post-office building.
THREE WONDERFUL
Sowillg Machines.
THE NEW ?UNGER ACTOMATIC
lliread,. It Run. with ii Breath.
THE NEW SINGElle VIBRATOU,
More imstern. lighter running and simpler
than any other.
THE NEW /SINGER OfICILLATOE,
,eientiectilly and mechanically perfect.
.iVEICES EVERYWHERE.





Owenshor & Nashville RR. Co.
SOUTH BOUND.
atati. Mixed.
Leaves Ilweasboro  1;e0 p, m. 6:00 a. Tn.
Leaves Central City 4:16 p. ni. P:30 a. in.
A crivea et liumellialle 010 p. m. 1:15 pin.
Leaves liuseollville  }loch) a. m.(6.40 p. in
AITt vas at Adalryille  . 11100 a. m.
it 30 p in
NORTH BOUND.
Leaves Adairville  15.90 a m.
/3.00 am
Arrives at Russellville  tit 13 p m
M.U0 p. ci
Leaves Ruseellville 70S a. el. ci.85 a. m
-.eaves Central City .. 9 06 a. in 1.50 p. m
arrives at Owensboro .. )0.48a. m. 4.45 p. m
J. T. IIAJIAHAN. Gen. sewer, Louisville.




Do you want a graduating suit? If so di, not




where you can find everything you want
suitable for the occasion. Fine Paris Mulls
all shades, fine French Lawns, fine India
Dimity, fine shear all-linen Lawn, Bulgarian
Lawns, Paris de Mull Flouncing, fine Swiss
Drapery, Swiss Flouncing, Mull Panelings,
French Batiste, Batiste Clare, French Organ-
dy, India Linens, cream lienriettas, cream
Bengaline, Albatross Cloths in cream and
white, Sabastapool Cloths in cream and
white, English Serge in cream and white,
Armure Silk in the most delicate tints, Surah
Silk all shades, Moire Silks all shades, Gilt
Braids, Braid Sets, etc., etc.
Gauze Fans, plain and hand-painted; satin
fans, plain and hand-painted; feather fans,
all colors; satin gauze fans, plain or hand-
painted; tine embroidered handkerchiefs,
silk mitts and gloves, kid gloves, cream and
white satin parasols, plain or lace trimmed;
Moire ribbons, all shades; Moire sash rib-
bons, cashmere shawls, all colors.
Young ladies, don't fail to come and see us.
We will paralize the strongest competion and
demonstrate to the most skeptical that we
have the moral and financial courage to refl.
dbr uouleso any attempts to undersell us.
Word to the Wooten of 1118C1 &wry.
We handle the only absolutely fast black
cotton hose made. We guarantee every pair
to be strictly fast black. If at any time dur-
ing the wearing they should fade or soil the
feet return them, and we will cheerfully re-
fund the money.
FRENCH SATTEENS.
Our stock of Satteens is reduced to rem-
nants of 10 and 12 yards lengths, and we are
determined to close them out at a sacrifice.
25c. per yard will be our price while they last.
Metz Timothy,




A. C. Shyer & Co.,
call your attention to their magnificent stock of
Men's & Boys' Clothing!
in light and dark colors. Cheviots, Worsteds, Cassimeres, &c., in Sacks,
Frocks and Prince Alberts.
iimmr Cleo tlairLige
in Silk Pongees, Alpacas, Drap Dote and Flannels in all the latest
shades. We have the most complete line of
TILTDMIRAITELA_IR•!
which we offer fully 26 per cent. less than value.
We have the Best 50c. Shirt in America!
SEE OUR
Striped Balbriggan Underwear at : 50c.
Men's Seersucker Coats and Vests, $1.00
We are offering some great bargains in suits of which we have onl
y
two or three suits of a kind left. These we offer
At $3.00 to $5.00 less than Value.
also the largest line of STRAW HATS in the city at low prices.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
Glass Corner. Glass Corner.
C. T. YOUNG, Provident 
JOHN W. FAXON, Cashier.
1110 Faft1ON' MI M010111118' NO1101111
C311ELT1MAS11711.14369 ITC011.71.
Authorized Capital, $500,000. Paid Up Capital, $100,000.
Offers its services to the citizens of Christian, Todd and Caldwell Counties, Ky. Accou
nts
solicited of Farmers, Merchants and Individuals on the most liberal terms, to whom we
accord every accommodation consistent with sound banking. Collections made in any
part of the United States, Canada or Europe.
All Business Promptly and Carefully Executed.
The Closest Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests.
Your Accounts Solicited, JOHN W. FAXON, Cask':
„


















MN Year Spring Tom' B*
Tuesday, January, 24, 888,
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN AIL
DEPARTMENTS.
1.. WiSS-Erig:rat, Latin, t.reek.
french. sad German
2. &clews-Mental, Moral. and Physical.
h. SSOINIRRIgo-Apoited Mathematics.
4. Coltillnics--Commercial Law,
einl Arithmetic, and Book •keele lig.
2. Not* CoCRSi- Designed,
for the lastraction of those w ho expect
-Theory and Practice of Tweeting'.
Eetboda Graded Schools. School liemerament,
School Amusements, Teacher's Institutes, etc.
6. P  &RD Pati•aT TR•ININO-
Reading, Spelling, Writing, lieograohy, Arita.
ete.
T. llicsic and ART.
S. Tiro Li  Soc Er 1 xa- Ease y Read -
leg, Declamation. Recitation and Debating.
2. Daily Reading and WrIung exercises' for
pupils in All Departments.
lit WORK the Collette challenges comparison
with any Pother first-class college or school
Moathly Reports sent parentsand guardians
Both sexes admitted to the Study Hall and
Itecitatioa Rooms. Young ladies board with
the President in college buildiag, Young gee-
tlessen in private families. Pupils entering
school on the let of Jaauary, WM, and remain-
lag until the claw of the session in June, will
receive one month's tuition free. TRIMS Ku D-
  Tor further particulars, catalogue.,
Ste. address ageasta E. SCORE V,
"resident.
Prof. M. L. LIPSCOMB. 0'. IP,






one line two-horse spring wagon,
manufactured asd guaranteed goo-
etaae by C. W. DueSer, Hopkinsville.
• , value $100 00
One Istprerldr0M1112awer
few euriaS Waeillts. with all attach-ments .. 60 03
024 "WNW Sewing Machine. finestmake, fear Orawlra. all attachments.sold sad warranted by C . K. West, 1101,-
klasville. Ky., Tease .• ........ . 50 00
An elegant set of furniture. bedsteed,bureau and waidi•stand.isold by Teems-son it McReynolds, HonkInevi le, and on-I/1440ms at their store, vain.
A bansiswese stem•wintling gold watch,or lady, value . K 00
One share stork ln OwinutioroJockey Club, value  50 00
A "Gale spring•Tooth /laity Harrow andCelttirator," the best ova/biped implement Intoe, •altse .. 43 00
A Soo breech-lender shot-gen, raise . 00
A drst-clasa. st4ndard silver wakes
0.0111- 201. gentleman. *obi awl war-ranted by L. (+iambs; Ciarksviiie,reran., vales  25 UR
A good family enokimpeemem moth fullset of ream le, coal weed. value.   20 00
Suit of Clothes
•
one Lovell Mashies Machine. withbench and wringer, 'WM. 
tine Nhisette Steam Washing Naskille,value. 
t;oods 










IBM Llteloy 0110110411 . . .. • • 0 OS
Logout Large Alban  ,  $ M
Your Pound Uravity 'teals  3 00
A Patent Buggy-sliaft Holder  I 50
Premiums to be added 41; 00
Total . . . . 51,000 00
Every suberrlber to the Argrat.v linw ERA
for ono year. as sr.ce, gets one Oahe,. Sab-
re:ethers to the TRI-WSZILT, at S2.00 a year.
get tied tieteas, er for six months, $1.00. one
ticket 4 1 Asper. napped Wasis Subeeripties
apiece. 'Lail on or address
New Ea• CO.
Replunsville. Ky
7 r e ery...i.3(e to' • r nled the 2. ie.till 41. ••irs ri %Seaga
Weser,. ae-
ve-tistei is. tie wipers'
"elven.* I si 3 t vr, end
eelris.r•I v.1 wherever
thirr ea•es h. s g spare
Partners an d
ones c.o....4 LIP, It Net-t. r ventsre alto in this
arracy. r owner',




ehant. can pi-webs"... lots of TS or 516 Machines atthe l,.weet wh..lesale price. giviaw their note atfed days, wliatom Interest in aettternent of lik-ewise*. I eitipaerearlit "'saber, Cie !riot, cm liberalterma.. Wilts fur Ma rtlerder•
J WORTH, herr, St. LOVit, MsEllendlcm this paper
The BUYMNS' GUIDII is
Issued Maxon and Sept.,
each year. It is an ency-
En for nil who pur-the luxuries or the
is of useful irtfor-
deepossioes of life. We
esti you and ftmle/2 yeit with
histiesmary aid unnecassarrsmelteries, to ride, walk. dance. sleep,
est. Rah.- hunt. work, go to church.
or. stay at home. sod in various sines.
inyies and quantities. :rust flgure out
wiast :a requir•A to do r.II these things
CsIMFORTI11 11. and you can make 'lair
eet.m_44- ef u.t.!1• Of the I;
•shilifilit 'SO b• sant aeon
reserIpt cf 10 cimt. to piy posrc.go,












This powder never varies. A marvel of part-
1. strength and wholesomeness More econoin.
ical than the .3Plinary kin Is, and cannot be Polo
in competition with the multitude of 'ow test,
short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold
war ot ROT•L B•StS0 POWDIR CO., 106
Wall Street. N. Y.
Female College
Hupkinsville. Ky.
The Fell Term wtll open cm MOND.% Y, AU-
GUST U. 'K. An experienced faculty, thor-
ough Instruction and terms as heretofore Foir





Chas. McKee & Co.
tf,e N '";- -t. N. '
-1kt, • ft‘, 1 k‘i l't
if7:'L g,. 1_,Itie---ts, -tougsvilli 8,-NAsilviLLE R._
THE GREAT
,ThrGugh Trunk Line
Witheit Chef:peed CHI Speed (Mole!
SHOitTEST AN6 QUICKEST ROUTE',ICC St Loa's, Cvan.s.d• ft.uders.:.
SOUTHEA§th.& SOUTH
THROUGH itrACRICS from above tales to
..hatter.00ga, sealing direct cot.necilune
11"1.1.1.1..ret. aaa. r-ala.c..e Care
ror Atlanta, Savannah, kraus, Jathionand poillats la !florid&
Caeleastlost me made at tsiiihris ead"ill• fur ell p..iote
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH S. WEST
la Pullinas Palace Cars.
EMIGRANTS ,Sieneekionfgtihrlsarinr,receiv. speri•I low rates.
Agents et this Company for rate., routes,














Will practice as beretofore in the Courts of
tam Cmozonwealth, except the Common Pleas
Conrt for Chrieten county
JNO. FIL•ND. J. STITLA. J110. ?BLAND, JR







ogles OM. M. Frankel Boas%
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
WON SHERIFF.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
MOSES WEST,
as a candidate for sheriff of Christian eounty.Election, drat Monday tu August, less.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
D. G. WILEY,
ranaliflate tor Sheriff of Christian connty, atthe X !iglus' election, Dee, subject to the actionof the Republican party.
For Judge t7ismason Piens Court.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
JOHN W. McPHERSON,
a candidate for the office of Judge of the Courtof Cognition Pleas at the August election.
WE ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANN NOUSCE
JAMES BREATHITT,
as a randidste for Judge of the Court of Com-mon Picas, subject to the action of ilie Republi-can meaty eonefiration.
For Cosistabio •
WE SSE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNCE
GEORGE G. BRADLEY,
a candidate for Cossitable In the HoptInsvineDiatriet. Steeliest 1st blowier ta August.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
rime Finest and Largest Hotel in the City.
Mates 1111./.0 to 04.00 Per Day,
According to Rooms
Turkish and Russian Baths in llotel
_ _
Crofton Notes.
Ctios-ros, May 24cle-The memorial
service will be held at Academy Ilall,
the use of which has been kindly ten-
dered by Prof. Ile,etatain, beginning at
1J:30 a. no, next Weaneaday.
Rev. Thema. Abbott preached two
nighte at the church here this week.
Hee. 3. la Spurlin, of the Baptist
church, is condecting a nieeting at Ean-
pire this week. The meeting of the
Christian church, by Rev. Mr. Gant, is
also in progress at the same place.
Rev. M. L. Pope will preach at Good
Hope church, near Mannington, the 3rd
Sunday in June and after the service
there will he baptizing.
A young msn I/allied A IV was
arraigned betore Judge Jecksoti iwre
yeeterdity tor breach of the pence and
carrying concealed weapons. Ile was
prosecuted by Comity Attorney Payne
and defended by W. H. Cato. Being
proven guilty he was tined thirty dol-
lars, costs and ten days imprisonment.
Finn II. Renshaw, our worthy coun-
ty euperintendent of public schools, has
been granted a license to preach by the
Universalist church.
Bloom Croft, of Fort Scott, Kamen,
who left here seventeen years ago to re-
side in the west, arrived here yesterday
vielChle relatives.
Charges of violation of the prohibi-
tion law against J. J. Nixon and F. A.
Woodson will be tried before Judge
Jackson next Tuesday.
Cyrus M. Day and family are visiting
relatives in Hopkins county this week.
Don't forget "John Furguson" at
Bowling'a Hall next Saturday night.
Don't ask a popular grocer here what
he will take for hia skillets and lids uri-




Ceorroe, KY., May 30.-Revs. J. W.
Bigham and Mr Cundifia of the Metho-
diet church, are holding a- protracted
meetieg here this week.
The investigation of the prohibition
violations was held here yesterday be-
fore Judge Jackson and 'Squire Myers,
J. J. Nixon was acquitted on the evi-
dence before the court, but further In-
vestigations will be held next Friday.
F. A. Woodson surrendered himself to
Scone Armstrong at Empire and will
have his case investigated at that point.
Judge Petree and County Attorney
Payne appeared yesterday for the com-
monwealth, and R. W. Henry for the
iefense.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Ratcliff returned
yesterday from Princeton.
Miss Jennie Oldham, Empire, Is
spending& few days visiting here.
Wash Etheridge, who has been in the
railroad office here for sometime, went
to your city Monday to accept the po-
sition of night operator.
Mrs. Dr. Jackson sustained a severe
injury to the head Sunday from a heavy
block of wood hitting her.
The usual stereotyped edition of pic-
nic bills, "well flied baekets" "days
of enjoyment," candidates invited" etc ,
have made their appearance.
C. A. B.
Crofton Netts.
Caot-rox, May 2S.-Jesae A. Rateliff
and Mrs. Henderoon were married at
the residence of Mrs. Brown, bore, Sat-
urday morning; by Dr. W. E. McCord.
The bridal couple took the train imme-
diately for Princeton.
Marshal Ed Higgins went out with a
warrant and arrested Bud Bowling last
Friday for carrying weapons. Bowling
threatened to reeist arrest and Higgins,
while drawing his pistol, accidentally
discharged it, the ball taking effect on
his horse, inflicting so painful a wound
that he was compelled to release his
prisoner.
Mrs. T. M. Long and Mrs. Grace
Boyd went to Princeton, yesterday, to
visit relatives.
Misses May and Alice Croft, from
Crittenden county, are visiting the (tin-
ily of A .B. and J. E. Croft, of our town.
Several young couples from our city
attended church at Empire, yesterday.
James Magniley and Miss Theo Bru-
er eloped to Springfield, Friday, and
consummated the happy Intention af-
forded by that famous Gretna Green.
As yet not a single candidate in the
district has had the courage to face the
frowning voters.
Oysters are a luxury. The can which
collating them is not so regarded by the
majority of dogs.
The use of Academy hall here has been
generously extended by the trustees and
Prof. Beecham lately in public use with-
out a cent of compensation. That cotn-
modlous hall does not have sufficient
seats. Now II I will not be accused of
selfish interest I would like to suggest
to some one or two or a dozen to start
an entertainment the proceeds to be ap-
propriated for seats for that hall.
Strawberries will soon be ripe. Don't
all make suggestions at onoe.
C. A. B.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Totter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required, It 111 guaranteed to give
perteet satisfaction, or money refunded.





FalltvittW, KT., May ES, 1888.-Dr.
Fruit, the dentist, was in the city Fri-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston E Tandy are
visiting friends and relatives here.
Rev. E. N. Dicken liail returned from
Ghetto
Mrs. It. W. and 3lias Sudie Downer
have returned from a protracted visit to
Paducah.
In your. weekly issue of the 25th a
mntake WM made. In the paragraph re-
garding Miss May Stuart and the con-
cert the word "exemptions" was sub-
stituted for "execti done," thus chang-
ing or rather destroying the eenee.
Some time ago Will !sicken received
from some unknown friend a large box
of lovely flowers. The flowers, which
were both choice and rare, were ar-
ranged with the niost exquisite taste.
lie thinks that "the flowers that bloom
In the spring, tra la," have everything
to do with the case.
On the eveniog of the 2atii, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Waller Moodie gave an enter-
tainment to the young people of the vi-
cinity. It was given in honor of Misses
Anne Hall and Pearl Vaughan, and
these young ladies together played the
role of hostess in that charming manner
so highly charecteriatic of them. Mr.
and Mrs. Moodie entertained time guests
with their usual generous hospitality,
and the occasion was without doubt the
most enjoyable one of the season.
Protninent among the young ladies
present were Misses Mamie E. Tandy,
Katie Layne, Nonie Downer, Willie
Russell (Lynchburg, Va ), Sallie Jesup,
Nina Ketwick, (Loulsvil/e) Anne Hall,
Pearl Vaughan, Jessie Shawe, Anne
Dulaine, Lily Fulcher, Daley Shawe,
Mettle Armstrong, Mollie Cason, Mettle
Chiles (Trenton), Jessie Weide, Otna
Quisenberry, and the Misses Hurt.
Totem y HAWK,
laNAvss that are fretful, peeviiih,417 cross, or troubled with
Windy Colic, Teething Pains, or
Stomach Disorders, can be relieved
at once by using Acker's Baby Soother.It contains no Opium or Morphine,
hence Is safe. Price 25 cents. Sold by
11. B. Garner, HopkInsville, Ky.
We must eat or we cannot live.
This we all know. .But do w,o all
know that we die by eating It is
suid we dig our gravvit with our
teeth. How foolish this sounds.
Yet it is fearfully true. We are ter-
rified at the approach of,the cholera
end yellow fever, yet there is a dis-
ease constantly at our doorm and in
our houses far Inure dangel ous and
destructive. 3Iost people have in
their own stomachs a poison. more
slow, but quite as fatal aa the germs
of those nialediee which sweep men
into eternity by thousands without
warning in the times of great epi-
demics. But it is a mercy that, if
we are watchful, we call tell when
we are thicatened. The following
are among the eymptonis, yet they
do not always necegsaiily appear in
the same ot der, nor are they always
de) same in different cases. There
is a dull and sleepy feeling; a bad
:este in the mouth, especially in the
norning; the appetite is change-
ible. sometimes poor and again it
seems as though the patient could
not eat enough, and occasionally no
appetite at ell; dullness and slug-
gishness of the mind; no tunbition
to study or work; more or less head-
oche and heavinese in the head;
lizziness on rising to the feet or
moving suddenly; furred and coat-
ed tongue; a eense of a load on the
stomach that nothing removes ; hot
.nd dry skin at times; yellow tinge
in the eyes; scanty and high-colored
iriue; sour taste in the mouth, fre-
luently attended by palpitation of
he heart ; impaired vision, with
spots that seem to be swinuning in
:he air before the eyes; a cough,
with a greenish-colored expecto-
iation; poor nights' rest; a sticky
slime about the teeth end gums;
intnds and feet cold aril clammy;
irritable temper and bowels bound
up and costive. This disease has
puzzled the physicians and still puz-
zles them. It is the commonest of
ailments and yet the most compli-
cated and mysterious. Sometimes
it is treated as consumption, some-
times as liver compleint, and then
Loin as malaria and even Leart dis-
suite. But its real nature is that of
i:onstipation :mil dyspepsia. It arises
in the digestwe organs and soon
Affects all the others through the
2orrupted and poisoned lolood.
Often the whole body-iucluding
the nervous system-is literally
starved, even when there is no
emaciation to tell the sad story.
Experience has shown that there is
put one remedy that can certainly
cure this disease in all its stages,
namely, Shaker Eetract of _Roots or
Mother Seigel's Curative Syrup. It
ucver fails but, nevertheless, no time
should be lost in trying other so-
called remedies. for they will do no
good. Get this great vegetable
preparation. (discovered by a vener-
able nurse whose name is a house-
hold word in Germany) and be sure
to get the genuine article.
GIVEN UP BY SEVEN DOCTORS.
Shaker Extrtict of Roots or Sei-
gel's Syrup hats raised me to good
health after seven doctors had given
me up to die with consumption.-
So writes R. F. Grace, Kirkman-
ville, Todd Co., Ky.
HE HEARD Or 1T Mil` IN rnett.
"I had been about given up to
die with dyspepsia when I first saw
the advertieement of Shaker Extract
of Roots or Seigel's Syrup. After
using four bottles I was able to at-
tend to my business as well as ever.
I know of several cases of chills and
fever that have been cured by it."
So writes Mr. Thos. Pullum, of Tay-
lor, Geneva Co., Ala.
WORTH MN DOLLARS A BC TTL.S.
Mr. Thomas P. Evans, of the firm
of Evans tit Bro., Merchant% Horn-
town, Accomack Co., Va., writes
that he had been si* with digestive
disorders for many. yeare aud had
tried physicians and medi-
cines without benefit. He began to
use Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei-
gel's Syrup about the 1st of Jan.
1887, and was so much better in
three weeks that he considered him-
self practically a well man. He
adds: "I have at this time one bot-
tle on hand, and if I could not get
any more I would not take a ten
dollar bill for it."
An druggists, or Address A. J.
White, Limited. 54 Warren St. N. Y.
Adel a delegate from
Kriegar,
Dayton, Ohio, to the 'runner Bund con-
vention, died at Chicago suddenly, of
apoelexy. A will found in his pocket
directs that his body be cremated.
Attention R. R. L.
For sprains, bruises, rheumatism,
cratnps, inflammation, swelling, cuts,
bums, etc., In man, and splint, ring
bone, witulgall, epizootic, scratches, etc.,
in horses, Itanguni Root Liniment Is a
sure cure. The "Kleg of lanitnents" is
the universal verdict. Never falls to
cure any ailment that can be reached by
an external niedical application. 50
cents per bottle. For sale by all drug-
gists.
M. Victor Csponi, that curled darling
of a tenor, who has turned librettist,
inspired by the great success at Brus-
sels of "Jocelyn," for which M. Benja-
min Godard wrote the music, NUS retired
to his domain of Lartus-Pujandron to
write another lyric bock. It will be for
a grand opera, and M. Goaard will be
the composer.
Brace Up.
You are feeling depressed, your ap•
petite is poor, you are bothered with
Headache, you are 11.1getty, nervous,
and generally mit of sorts, and wane to
',roc,: lip, Breve up, but not with
stimulants, tiring medicines, or bitters,
which have for their heals very cheap,
bad whisky, and which atimulate you
or an hour, awl then leave you in
worse condition than before. What you
want is an alterative that will purify
your blood, start healthy action of Liver
and Kidneys, restore your vitality, and
give renewed health anti etrength.
Such a medicine you will find in Elec-
tric Bitters, and only 50 cents a bottle at
Harry B. Garner's City Pharmacy Drug
Store.
Zola and Buenach say that "Germi-
nal" was written for the people, for all
those that work, and that they want
them to budge it. With this view and
end the director of the Paris Chatelet
gave the other night, at their requeat, a
free performance. The audience wan
naturally an entbuelastic one.
Now Is the Time
to use Hodges' Sarsaparilla with Iodide
of Potash, the great purifier for the
blood. A certain cure for rheumatism,
scrofulous affections, and all diseases
peculiar to females. Phyelciane recom-
mend it. Take no other. Rangum Root
Medicine Co., Manbfacturers, Nashville,
Tenn. $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all
druggists.
The former editor-in-chief of the
Monde Theatral Illustre, of Parte, M.
Adolphe Grippe (le Whiter, has finielied
and dedicated to General Boulanger a
national historical drama in five acts
and eight scenes. Such are the penal-
ties of popularity.
NSt/ :noduladreettire=beyil Tsr-pepsia, use .Acker's Dyspepsie Tablets.They aro a positive cure for Dyspepsia, In-
digestion, Flatulency and Constipation,.
Nee guarantee them. 23 and 30 cents.
H. B. G•eresit, Hopkinsville, Ky
Church people ot all fettles in Chica-
go are protesting vigorouely over the
failure of the city council to enact an or-
dinance prohibiting the location of sa-
lemons in the immediate vicinity of church-
es.
Seventy horses were suffocated yes-
terday at a fire in Chicago. A child of
of John Fearen who lived In the build-
ing, was fatally injured.
KM U0 WE 016 U1.1/1 HAVES? Murder in the AIN
A man named Ferreday got on a
drunk over at Central City time other
day and took the town. The Republi-
can, of that city, gives Mr. Ferreday a
column and& half In Ile inimitable style,
under the following caption : "Ilell
Breaks Through the Earth and the Ter-
rible Oaths of One of its littnatee Re-
eminde Throughout the City." The
judge over there fined the bellow $2.50
which little sum has aroused the ire of
the editor of the Republican. In wind-
ing up his article, he says:
Mr. Ferreelny IS proprietor of the
Commercial hotel, and some time ago
he ordered hie home paper discontinued
because the articles, he said, would in-
jure time reputation ot Central City !
Wonderful! remarkable! reputation,
hell! who ever hearth of Central City
flaying a reputatiou save one that would
cast a bad reflection on the denwe, dark,
deep shades of hell! Aral Mr. Ferre-
day has greatly assisted in making such
a reputation.
The Republican has drawn up the
following reeolutiops, and they are
sanctioned by the goOd people of the
city.
Resolved-That Marshal James be re-
tired to private life at once; not to-mor-
row but to-day !
I:ea.:red-That Judge Williams be
relegated to the shades of private life
at once and fined $500 for not doing his
duty.
Resulve‘l-That all hoodlums be taken
in band by the people, a committee hav-
ing been appointed foralie purpoee.
This is all the Republican wishes to
say to-day. It Is all it has to say.
If there is any fun to result frotn this,
all is well. Somebody will get filled so
full of lead that it will be a task for
their friends to carry them home.
Their Basieess Booming.
Probably no one thing has caused
such a general revival of trade at Harry
B. Garner's City Pharmacy drug store
as their giving away to their customers
of so many free trial bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion. Then trade Is simply enormous
in this very valuable article from the
fact that it always cures and never dis-
appoints. Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Croup, and all throat and
lung diseases quickly cured. Every




Letters remaining in the post office at
Hopkinsville, Ky., for 30 (lays, which,
if not called for in 30 days from title
date, will be sent to the Dead Letter
Office at Washitigton, D. C.:
Brown, Jas. Buckner, Margaret,
Baas. Alice, Coleman, Ann,
Clark, A G, Campbell, Jack,
Dcrris, N W, Ebling. John IC
Fuston, Win. N,. Gromtn, Rev P J,
Higgins. Nannie, nomou, Matilda.
Hurslibuge, Leroy, !sham, Margaret,
Irwin, J Jenkins, Ellen,
Johnson, Rena, Jones, Jane.
Kelly, Ellen E. 1.arkins, Willie
Lucy, Walter, 1.uten, Jobe 0*,
Long, John Martin, W E,
Mason. Willis. Myers, Alex,
Mootly, Arthur, Moses, Mari,
Moore, George W. Moore, Kate,
Moore, Eliza, Metcalfe. Humphrey.
Mose/y, Georgia. Murphy, Wesley,
Owen, Mary Jane, Price, Bill,
Price, Harriet, Petree, J,
Pidoock, W Petree, E
ouiseesherry, Jennie, Reed, Jennie,
Smith, Hayriet. Smith, Lizzie,
Samuels, Willie, samuen, Willie,
Shipp, Jim, Sadler, Jini,
Thompson, Mahal], Torten, Antuey,
Tinsley, 8 N, . Taylor, 11 J, (2,
Terry, Jim, Vaughan, Charlie,
Volt ell, Annie. Wright, J
Whitlock, Martha, NV right, W T.
Wills, Lizzie, 2 Williams. Mary,
Wilson. Mini llos., Wilson. Plat,
Wallace, Fannie, Col Ware. Lucy •.
Wright, W, Wood, Mildred
Persons calling for any of the above
letters will please say advertised.




CASEY, KY., May 2eth.-Meseames
Warfield and l'eyton, spent several days
last week with Mrs. Taliaferro at
Guthrie.
J. A. Radford spent last week in
S0111.11 Christian baying wool.
Misses N'enable, Campbell a nd
Wheeler, were guests of Miss Mary
Warfield at "Waldetnere," Friday.
Dr. Anderson returned front Ten-
nessee, Thursday, after a successful
piscatorial excursion.
Miss Jennie Young is spending a week
visiting Mrs. W. S. Wyatt, in Elkton.
J. 'I'. Martin. formerly of this place,
Is now running a creamery in Oswego,
New York.
Mr. Alexander "the Cider King ol
Warren," was here on a business trip
lead week.
Robt. Whitaker returned home from
Lebahon, Saturtisiy, to impend his vaca-
tion.
Deacon Jim Ballard was at the Station
Sunday. lie is conducting
near Trenton.
Crops are looking finely in this locality
notwithstanding the ground is full of
insect pests and the eeason has been so
cool.
Clint Young and Sam Garrard,
formerly merchants here but now living
in Tennessee, were here Monday.
Jo Berry's old mute "Sam" tried to
math "old Grip's" englue off the track
the other night, with the usual result.
It would be a profitable scheme for
someone to establish a good butcher-
shop here. It Is needed badly.
Dr. J. R. Harris, representing the
Green River Nurseries of Bowling
(liven, apent last mt tusk lit ',Wild,
thit hilliest of Ills lirue
1)1.1, Ilemoueseer.
T. I. N. C.
Don't stiller any longer, but 1160 Tin-
ner's limfallible Neuralgia Cure, the
only infallible cure on earth for all forms
of neursigia and nervous headache.
Itanguni Root Medicine co., Manufac-
turers, Nashville, 'rent). 50 cents per
box. Sold by all druggists.
l'eter J. Quinn, bookkeeper tor U. G.
Dixon tit Co., builders, of Pittsburg, Is
missing. His accounts( show a shortage
of $15,000.
E. P. O.
Don't waste time and money and un-
dergo needless torture with the knife
when Ethiopian Pile Ointment will
instant relief and certain cure hi
every case of blind, bleeding, itching,
internal and external piles. Ranguin
Root Medicine Co., Manufacturer,
Nashville, 'refill. 50 cents and $1 per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
J. C. Evereole was shot from ambush
six weeks ago at flazerd, Ky. B. F.
French and six others were indicted for
the murder, was the result of an
old lend.
r.tv-0.k trifle with anv TLroat or
-'"'" a"' 1' Lung Disease.' If you Lave
a Cough or Cold, or the children are
threatened with Croup or Whooping Cough,
use Acker's English Remedy and prevent
further trouble. It is a positive cure,
and we guarantee it. l'rice 10 and 50c
II. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
.11110 
Two students of Colay University,
Waterville, Me., have varioloid. Pre-
cautions have been taken to prevent its
spread.
Capt. Barclay Won a Prize la a Lottery.
Capt. William IL Barclay, the pension
agent at Pittsburgh, has drawn a $75,
000 prize from The Louisiana State Lot-
tery. Ile said: "Some time ago I pur-
chimed two half tickets at $5. Yesterday
I was notified that ticket No. 12,615 had
drawn the capital prize of $150,000, and
as that le the number of one of my half
tickets, I am entitled to half that amount
and $23 besides, inaeinuch as all tickets
ending with the number 13 are good for
$50 each. I understand that the other
half of the capital prize was won by live
Philadelphia mecimanIca.-Indianspolls




Henderson has a Illy who is a good
brick-layer. lier work can be seen on
Third street.
The stockholders of the 0. V. held a
meeting yesterday, but the nature of
their 'militated has not been made public.
They are out WI the rued to-day on anl
inspection tour.
Sam Crowley, of the ilebbardsville
vicinity, has 30,000 pounds of tobacco
hanging in the barn yet.
Hopkinsville has 28 'Joints" where
liquor can be obtained by the drink.
Earlington has stnt a petitioe with
147 nature to it to James A. McKenzie
urging him to make the race for Con-
gress.
When Baby was sick, we gave ber Cr Soria,
When she was s Child, she cried fur Castor*
Wben she became Him, ahe clang to Caen:wiz,
Vies she bad Children, she gave them Castaria,
Littell's Living Age.
The numbers of The Living Age for
time weeks ending May lath and 26th con-
tain Kasper Hauser, Quarterly ; Remi-
nlecences of Cardinal Mazarin, West-
minster; Islam and Civilization, Con-
temporary ; Hymns and Hymnals, and
Among the Islands of the South Pacific;
Fiji, Blackwood; Marino Fallero, and
Dickens' Characters and their Proto-.
types, Temple tsar; The Topographical
Instinct in Animals, and Ruskin's,
Forge, Leisure Hour; Matthew Arnold,
Reality and Romance, anti The Caah-
iering of the Tin Soldier, Spectator ; Old
Naval Families, St. James's; Boyish
Freaks, Chamber's; Mr. Matthew Ar-
nold's Earliest Publication, Athena•urn;
Scientific Progress In Elementary
Schools, Nature; Death of Matthew Ar-
nold, and Elemeats and Meta-Elements,
Timeii; with "Tli Polruan Ferryboat,"
"The Hermit of Le Cronies" and poet-
ry.
For fifty-two numbers of sixty-four
large pages each (or more than 3,300 pa-
ges a year) the subscription priee ($s, is
low ; while for $10.50 the publishers of-
fer to send any one of the American
$4 00 monthlies or weeklies with The
Living Age for a year, both postpaid.
see
PICTURESQ_LI_E_ HOLLAND.
The Dutch Klima  Regarded as tlall
Suet Printable of Countries.
On many accounts Holland is most
paint able. Front I he point of view of
a landscape pain'er purely, without
refereece ite figure's costumes or
interioesa as in the following, notes, it
is p mrticularly interesting,. Ono can
not paint the song of birds or the TORT
of an rotary sea; no mors can the
most vivid- word painting rosent the
subtile differe meet of color between
this anti less favored lands, or the pe-
culiar atmospheric effects of it. The
tendency tif study in Holland is to
make one a meteorological psinter, in
die tinction from a painter of mere
things, since its cluefest charm is in
its atmosphere; but in no wriy, with-
out absolute color, can a rightful ex-
pression ef this distinctive quality be
given. That which in other lands Is a
cold gray. uninteresting, often repel-
lant, here becomes an indefinable bar.
mony, containing a depth and
richness or a p iney brill-
iancy, opalescent. sad-an indefinite
variety, each effect apparently more
beautiful than the last. Time result of
this luminous gray atmosphere is to
transform every thing, to change the
bugbear of '.commonplace" into
mystery. and through its ninny gradte
tions to give as numy charming mce
tires.
Fog and nese which in other coun-
tries painters rely upon to add the
mystery to nature, nro to be deplored
hero, nod are, fortunately-, exceeding-
ly rare. It is not only in the distance
that the effects of dile full atmosphere
is felt, butt in ti.e middle d;stance and
even to the %cry grotind, and it is,
perhaps, one of the chief causes of that
wonderful "tone" which every ole
erver of the country, or of pictures of
it, must have noticed; indeed, it
from this stionipoint--tone" stand-
point-that every intelligent effort let
produce a cheracterntic transcript of
these motives must be observed.
It is a eommon and great
error to think of Holisnd ns a
dark or gray country-a mistake
natural to those who have never seen
it. from the prevailing character ol
studies of it, which are the outcome ol
the fascinating gray effects common to
no other lands and which lend
painters to insist upon them. Light is
an individual mei common quality ol
tho country; the dnys when ifs pearly
tones are nmst merked are the
brightest; a stiffueed brillinney is ovet
every thing, had the objects in na-
ture less fine local color, less "tone,"
they might not be pessible to paint.
These days nye rare, sorrowfully rare;
but that they come at all is something
to be most grateful for. The sImplici.
ty and grandeur of the face ef nature
beneath this sunleas, pearly anima-
phere is a vision of vast beauty, so ree
poseful. so broad and so shadowless as
to make one ish it might nevet
change, since simplicity and nobility
are qualities to be desired. -Scribner'
Magazine.
CHINA'S GREAT WALL.
What General 'album Think* of Its Im-
portance in case of War.
Go Bend J. 11. Wheel reports the
great wall of China in flute condition
whore lie catmint-el it, though ruinous
in porta, "It Id lWillity.ttro to
thirty feet high, Mimi te twenty font
thick, end ref/silted outside end la with
Mit graillio tenoeity lain regular
(emeritus Ith nil fikeolitint mortar ul
Hine and seed. It is surnmutited by a
parapet or bat theme)! of gray burned
brick eighteen or twenty inches thick.
The inside of the wall is made of
earth niel loose stone, well rammed in.
Every two hundred or three hundred
yards there is a flanking turret thirty-
live or forty feet high, projecting be-
yond and overlooking the face of the
wall in both directiotis, and near each
turret is a stone etair-enee leading
down between the walls to a door opeto
ing upon the ground in the rear. The
most astonielang thing, about it is,
however, that it climbs straight up the
steepest and most rugged mounntia
sides, courses along their summits,
descends into gorges and ravinee, and,
rising again. skirts the face of almost
inaccessible crage, crosses rivers, val-
leys and plains in endless succession
from one end of the empire to the other
-from the seashore on the Gulf of Pe-
Chee-Lee to the desert wastes of
Turkestan. It is almost impossible to
conceive of its capture except through
treachery or gross neglect on the part
of those whose duly it should be to de-
fend it. It is laid ont in total defiance
of the rules of military engineering,
and yet the walls are so solid and in•
accessible, and the gates so well ar-
ranged and defended. that it would
puzzle a modern army with a first-class
siege train to get through it, if any
effort whatever were made ftir its de-
fence."-.V. Y Observer.
Preservation of Forests.
When a State or the United States
own large bodies of timber lands
these should be most strictly preserved
from cutting and fire and kept invio-
late as a water reserve for the supply
of the streams issuing from them.
Land already denuded of timber and
abandoned by the lumberer,' should be
replanted. By a wise arrangement
the State might derive a large revenue
from the mature timber and the thin-
ning of the new plantings, and an
annual sum realized quite equal to
that for which some of the lands have
been sold. This is a matter which in.
Wrests farmere everywhere, and not
only farmers., but every citizen should
be able to perceive that it is of vital
importance. E Times.
-An Ithaca mail has paid a note on
which the accumulated interest Was
LOCKS OF GOLDEN HAIM
lAtue-alar) lora Concerning flair of Sam.
golisary TInt--Old 14,sertra.
Witty paragraphers are at present no-
customed to emititiz.e in many ways the
red haired gill her appenranee being said
to he eientected with thei proximate vision
of whin.. Pewee. It is sx.rhaps impossi-
ble to ,eiy when ties idea originated, but
it is pr..,.aire clad it had its riev in the
entitle. a% ers.sui to red haired persons,
very wi.I.• spread. ‘'aritata reueeis have
been for thie curious antipathy.
ilytholoaiete claim that red hair repre-
sents the dangerous lightning stroke. or
the withering rays of the summer sun.
Indra. gist! of time elments. !Jae golden
leer, anti Loki. a mischievous imp, was
red haired. Tile mermaid is often repre-
sented as combing her golden locks. and
red bearded demons are not uncommon.
• Rotli ba rt, Teufelea.rt" (reel beard,
devil's kinds is an old German proverb.
Others claim that the origin of the
superstition that reel haired men were
treacherous. came from a notion that
Judas one red haired. Nothing is said
as to the eolor of iin hair io the New
Testauterst. and lie is shown with black
hair in most of the painted representa-
tions of the Middle Ages. A German
fresco of the Twelfth century, however,
pieturee the arch traitor as a red haired
man. It is probabla that Christian in-
fluence in Teutonic lands brought about
this great antipathy to red hair, as many
of tlw heathen gide and gehlesses wore
golden locks. Red lute always been a de-
tested color. It 'was the hue of the
pirate flag, and Ws sanguinary tint has
been seamen for the banner of the An-
archists. It was for a long time an un-
fashionable color in E:ngland, aod auburn
locks were, therefore, a disadvantage to
the possessor.
Again, it is probaisle that much of this
odium laid upon red haired men arose
from traditional hatred against Teutonic
conquerors, the yellow haired Goths, time
red bearded Danes and the ruddy North-
men alike oppressing Roman, Saxon and
the old roniances of the Round
, the red knight of the Red Lands
represents death, whom Sir Gawain
finally conquers in combat. Shakewpeare
alludes to the prevalent superstition on
this subject in "As You Like It." Nor
is it yet entirely extinct in parts of Eng-
land. In Devonshire it is thought un-
lucky to have a red haired person first
enter the house on New Year's day, and
black haired lads go the rounds, and
are rewarded by presents. There is a
proverb among Scotch Highlanders,
"Avoid the red head and the steep rock."
In other European lands this dislike also
exists. There is a Daniell proverb that
"red heads and elders do not flourish in
good soil." A red cavalier figures in
many folk lore tales, and it is said that
"evil speakers and the red cavalier cause
men much distress.-
similar ideas formerly existed in Ger-
umaiiv. An olei peen has it that "Red
heire'd men un.1 elder trees are rare in
fertile soil." Another writer about 1000
A. D.. advises the reader. "Not to thee a
red Mall for a special friend.'• William
of Tyre. writing in the Twelfth century,
eay of Falk. of Jerusalem. who was red
haired -Ile was affable, benignant,
and, contrary to the rule c.f that color,
kied and merciful." French proverhe
carry time antilutliy to animals. -Ile is
wicked as a red ass." is a saying in many
places. IZochrfort, in an editorial in his
paper. calls a political opponent a "red
area" Another French proveeb says,
••Ited haired men and woolly dogs are
better dead than known." and :licre it
an Italiaim saying to the sante effect.
rime Chinese atititratily to red hair is
well known One of their familiar ap-
pellations for foreigners is -reel haired
devilme" A Slavic proverb also illustrates
Cll. same superstition. -A,t the sight et
a bearded es °man and red haired men
one fleet; away." Among a certain tribe
of Bedouin Arabs there is a saying
against -evil bringers like Qodar the
nal haired.- Qotiar traditionally caused
great evils to the tribe, and hence all red
headed men arr regar.ed as malevolent.
-F. S. liaseett in Globe-Democrat.
School Hygiene In Australia'.
IT is ad intereeing fact. especially in
view of certain comparisons nearer home
that it suggeets. that in Australia the
subject of school hygiene has received
special attention for aome years in the
state or public schools. The teachers-are
particularly instructed to be careful
about time spread of infectious diseases,
anti the public health law is sufficiently
stririginit to secure the exclusion of
scimolare and teachers from houses in
wIlich communicable dieeases exist.
In the. state schools of Vicwria, now
for a fiumhur of years, a system of ob-
ject lessee Lae neat given, with a s-iew
to imparting ekenentary inetruction bear-
ing upon the ImeaLli of the people: these
gviterolly ideltide such subjects ttS
food. t 1 entilation, cloartlineas
amid the pre%eutiott of infectious diecases.
They have stet) leen given at stated
tinted lessors for the treatment of snake
bee, for the oe...useitution of time drowned
and for time lirst aid to the injured. The
departnient of education requires also
soine elementary knowletly,e on the part
of tea( .,.ers upon the eubjects of sanita-
titei mind 14*aioltegy. -New York Trib-
Teaehleg the rew a Lemon.
Oli u rtvent cruise of the United States
mail of ear Michigan a sailor, who is a
Chwago man. attempted to throw an ex•
hnustea quid of toigiceo ever time rail into
the water: His tam was bad. and the
quid fell on the (leek. An ("Meer ob-
served it. lie would not allow the sailor
to touch it, but ordered the entire crew
to rig up a ;rue tackle. Time gun tackle
id a hawser three and a half inches thick
and weiAlem 2.:100 pounds. tieing seldom
if tecr timed. it elms stowed away in the
and covered up. To get it on deck
anti lig it up is a long, hard taek. But
the gun tackle was rigged up, and the
conmianding attache.' to it a milk
thread. Isesesed the quid of tobacco, made
it feet. all bande gave a long pull and a
strerig pull. acd the quid of tobacco u-aa
hoisted overheard. Then the gun tackle
was taken down and stowed away in the
hold. It required eleven hours of hard
work to get the tobacer overboard, and
it is the opinion of the cow-winding offi-
cer that no more golds of tobacco will be
thrown (um the deck of dm Michigan for
some tinte to come, -51ilwaukce Wiscon-
sin.
Nal*, of Toned
The eilerlAs of lea,ling chefs, in private
Camille', lineally In Now Yerk range frum
$150 to $.100 month, They, too, re,
teittiiiiimmalinie, ailid In large plaits
tiller cis ti iteelitlanfe, euteisting
of a Went alid teeny cook mid it kitchen
girl ta peel vegitsililes and do otiwr work
of a %Millar character. And it is rue rui
uti WilLa I thing for the chef to get a percent
ago out of the wages which are paid to
these sidiortlinates. The chief cook at
Delmonico's receives $6,000 a year and a
share of the profits of the eettiblishment
after they have passed $200,000. II-
shares these supplemontary profits with
the actin;; manager of time establishment,
and they are said to be very considerable_
IIis income is supposed to be somewhere
between $12,00qand $15,000 annually.
Like all enthusiastic chefs he is de-
voted to those patrons of the establish-
ument who give good dinners are! who
understand them. And he caters to
them in a way that no proients of money
could possible secure. When such
patrons come lilone the waiter receives a
card with tile teem letters inscribed on it.
•.S. A.," meaning special attention, and
OAS is done not only to favor the patron
but to satisfy the cook, who insists Oil
having las favorite dishes properly served,
just as a taxi desires to have ins poems
recited with a proper emplia.sis and up-
predation. -New York World.
Treatment of Pauper Comiumptleca.
No hospital or dispensary physician in
our large cities can fail to recognize the
utter feebleness and inutility of the pres-
ent methods of treating pauper and indi-
gent consuraptives. Dr. Seibett has
averred tlmt among poor Germans dis-
pensary treatment not only fails to cure,
but even sensibly to relieve this class.
Dr. Paul II. Kretzschmar confesseed to
an experience nearly eimilar. In the
hospitals tile story is not quite so had.
Many patients in the first stage improve
for a time, but the percentage of cures is
extremely small, and most cases progress
rapidly to the worse. In New York city
there are some 30,000 cases of consump-
tion, with 5,000 annual deaths. If soci-
ety provided eutticient means of treat-
ment, at least LI or 20 per cent. of them
could be cured and restored to useful
citizenship.-atatlical &root.
tteteenemi et a eland.
An antiquarian tourist. who paid a
Slexican Indian f,e200 for a a-ase and nit
idol of collier that were alleged to he of
ancient native workmanship, has leen
inforincs1 its Professor Putnam, the Cam-
bridge archaemlogist, that the specimens
are of modern manufacture and of little
value. The first ciew to the detection of
the featid was eaten by a human hair
antwalded ia time ceggier.-New
World.
Cats fetched high prime In the Middle
Ages, and were protected by law in \Valesmore than the face ot the paper. about WS,
WEAK NERVES
Pamirs Odtair Ocarsoriss ism Nerve Velewhist" sass Saw Coptaining orAwry bud
• thcs wonderful serve misdeals. it
eter
ampoun
P ily ewes all nervous dlisordensainels!!!au, es AT I ilita " """66. th"
the time remidrAr 44'
KIDNEY COMPLAINTS
pm.i..(12.1117 Coateorlre Withal i restoresthe ;.ver &ad Misers Us porno le .1t.k. leascuraUvr power, sombined web ita 1141,*ionise. maks it the best surd, for allIn...thw i-ouiplathie
DYSPEPSIA
PaRrill • .111ftgar CAthreoran strengthens ter
d
staanwractive amallf,ler:impiws wkiralets the irrampoof thee,.,dassistlis
worst asses of
CONSTIPATION
Patire's CT! CST 00areorith is not s rates,Le !tali lasstivr. awing «err sad suturalisetine,,.. iuto.....tte brwels Logi Luray sorter 101-
I.I•VS Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache, Ressuasawled by wruleesoaelbo odbasieseamew Bend torNeuralgia, Nervous Weakness, Stomach
and Liver Diseases, Rheumatism, Dys- 2Ylee sold bY Dretadahapepsia, and all affectsOns cf tbe Kidneys. WELLS, RiCHARDSOFila CO. Prop'.BUELL/1010M. VT.
T. It. 11ANi Ol K. It W. I. FRASER. W. E. RAGSDALE.
Hancock, Fraser ik Ragsdale,
VitCPIR.,I=TORtai.
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
CLARILSVI 1,1,1.. WENN.. KFlosting Exchange. io Jr Pluto Street.T. R„ 11A•st , W. E. RAGSDALE. salesni•n.W. .1 . lcsdi -I eeper T. 11. EA 1RLEIGH, I tad. -keeper.Special Attenti' n to Sampling and Selling Tobacco. Liberal Advances
Made on Consignments.
All tobacco in" ured unlees we have written instructions to the oontrarv.
T. HIBRNDON. liALLUMS J. T. EDWARDS. toll P. MAJOR.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
ircolbEa.c,co TELltasmetax.
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent,
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
-Cash advances on Tobacco in store. or in tbe bands of responsible farmers and dealers. A IITobacco insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where tbere us no advance, andthen withotu written orders not to insure.
Et 03 C3 4E5 1117 425 SI CV 1C ED 9r•:)1,:a.c,c co
Than any house in the Western Country.
NAT GAITHER, Manager J. K. O ANT. Salesman.
CANT ti GAITHER COMPANY,
-PROPRIETORS-
1:211.E•Itatz-fl" WELT 4E512.01L1.111143.
Tobacco cud Wisest Commission Merchants. ..1 W McGaughey, President. Directors: B. B Nance, M D Bottles, E flebeee, TGaines, it. Lipstine, A.G. Boalmi.
W . Wfl EIMER W FAXON, Hook-keeper 'olIN 5. MILLS
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Tobacco Warehousemen, COMM/4110B lerciati ant Grain Dealer;
SEVENTH AND R. R. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Liberal Advances on Consigaments. All Tobacco sent us Covered by 1 outran ce
GRANO JUBILEE  celebrating the Settlement of the Northwestern Territory.
UNSURPASSED DISPLAY.
X:U:11641'01UNI(WaRII:418 FROM ALL POINTS.
1116
Itilgtofilloollh Como 10 Stu
More Welter A. Woo., Mowers la us* tilall any other melte 10 the wood,
1113CC.A.:7113C
They Do Better Work, Are the Lightest Draft, and Last Longer.
We are immanent Agents in lirivtian eminty for Walter •, Wood Ilindert. llenpere.Mowers and limy Rake.. the moot romplete and highly Improved ilst ever built by any eonerrain Die world. $ et yew ot m•nsgement aret light 'Waft INT Is at Die world.
Farmers Call and Bee Our Samples
now up •t the Mason Block We will keep a full line of itrisaIrs for all Walter A. Wo.e1 ma-chines previously sold in OM county.
We are also agents for Kingsland &Douglas'
F:ngines, Tsre,hera, Corn ,shel'er. !with or
it /lout shuekl, Saw Mills and Mill Supplies.
Please give us *call before purchasing any Ones
the above line.
Respectfully.




SUMMER MEETING, 1888----Juile 13, 14, 15, 16.
C10 e-1:1,.E1 6.21911V11 :
IFIRST DA W ERN ESDAV, 13.
I. l'orm•.$2.o; t2:; t.. second. For l-year ohle. 4 Inc half mile.
2. Puree, WU, In to second. For all ages. Three titiarters of a mile heats, 2 Is 33. Distillers' Stake.- Vor 3-year olds. $2$ each to start ; of which $10 moot accompany nom-ination. Nominations to elope JUDE' I, left). MO added; of which 1.50 to steond ; to third.Five furlongs.
4. Puree, 8200; $23 to seeithil For at age*. One mile.
as:Coals DAV, THLISSIS•V, JUNE 14.
I. Purse. $200; $25 to second. For It- yell olds Three quarters of a mile.2. Purse TM); $05 eecond For all ages. Half mile beats 1 In S.S. Stakee.- For till 'VS $25 each le start; of which $10 armsopm or nomina-tion. IN ..... bi flow June 1, Peat,. $2.50 to be added; or hien $31/ to ireettu41; $1.1 to third.Seven furlongs.
4. Puree, 2200: $2$ to eecield All sires. Ilse azd "he-"teenth mile&THIRD DAY. FRIDAY, J111 NE 1.2.
I Purse. MO; $15 to irCa4I441. For all ages. Three-fourth. of a ;
2. Purse. 8100; $25 to second. For all ages. Five furlongs heats. 2 fil 3.S. Merchants.' stakee-For all *gee. 125 to start; of which $10 =net ro.ecnitoiny nominative.(Nominations to clove June i, 1,941). 12SO :added; of which $60 to orcond; $25 to pool. line milt.4. Piir.e, $2151: V25 to ,oroiel. All area. (Poe and one-eighth miles. ,
RTII DAY. SATIl st DAY, JUNE in.
Lutes, programme to he aneounced
No forfeit order system. Winners psid in full. Street cars direct to theground.. Ledtes edinitted free Entry bieuka and programmes furnished etaapplication to time secretary, at Owensboro, Ky.
CEO. V. TRIPLETT.F. W. CLARKE, Sec'y
Owensboro, Ky. President.
The Rockport. Indiana. JOCKEY CLUB will Hold its Summer
Meeting 1 on June 21 22 and 23.
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